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Abstract
This thesis presents a sequence of practical and conceptual developments in
decompositional meaning representations for events, participants, and scripts in text
under the framework of Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) (White et al.,
2016a). Part I of the thesis focuses on the semantic representation of individual
events and their participants. Chapter 3 examines the feasibility of deriving semantic
representations of events from dependency syntax; we demonstrate that predicate-
argument structure may be extracted from syntax, but other desirable semantic
attributes are not directly discernible. Accordingly, we present in Chapters 4 and 5
state of the art models for predicting these semantic attributes from text. Chapter
4 presents a model for predicting semantic proto-role labels (SPRL), attributes of
participants in events based on Dowty’s seminal theory of thematic proto-roles (Dowty,
1991). In Chapter 5 we present a model of event factuality prediction (EFP), the
task of determining whether an event mentioned in text happened (according to the
meaning of the text). Both chapters include extensive experiments on multi-task
learning for improving performance on each semantic prediction task. Taken together,
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Chapters 3, 4, and 5 represent the development of individual components of a UDS
parsing pipeline.
In Part II of the thesis, we shift to modeling sequences of events, or scripts
(Schank and Abelson, 1977). Chapter 7 presents a case study in script induction
using a collection of restaurant narratives from an online blog to learn the canonical
“Restaurant Script.” In Chapter 8, we introduce a simple discriminative neural
model for script induction based on narrative chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008)
that outperforms prior methods. Because much existing work on narrative chains
employs semantically impoverished representations of events, Chapter 9 draws on the
contributions of Part I to learn narrative chains with semantically rich, decompositional
event representations. Finally, in Chapter 10, we observe that corpus based approaches
to script induction resemble the task of language modeling. We explore the broader
question of the relationship between language modeling and acquisition of common-
sense knowledge, and introduce an approach that combines language modeling and
light human supervision to construct datasets for common-sense inference.
Primary Reader and Advisor: Benjamin Van Durme
Secondary Reader: Kyle Rawlins, Aaron Steven White
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It is the overarching goal of researchers in natural language processing (NLP) and
artificial intelligence to develop systems that have the capability to understand and
communicate fluently in human languages. The potential applications are myriad:
autonomous vehicle interfaces, question-answering systems, summarization of medical
health records, interactive game playing and story generation, educational language
instruction tools, among many others. Despite rapid progress in NLP in recent years
due to the statistical and neural “revolutions” within the field, existing NLP systems
are still error-prone because they lack a full-fledged understanding of the meaning
present in text, often relying instead on shallow pattern-matching statistics. We can
observe these limitations in the seemingly simple mistakes that these systems make,
as shown in Figure 1.1.




AI: Hi there. How are you.
Human: I can’t say that I’m doing well.
AI: Glad to hear it. What’s new?
Human: I’ve eaten nothing all day.
AI: How did it taste?
Figure 1.1: An example of an award-winning chatbot, “Mitsuku,” failing to respond
appropriately to a human user. (Inappropriate responses in red italics.) https:
//www.pandorabots.com/mitsuku/
Language understanding requires not only specific knowledge of linguistic constructions,
but also background knowledge about the world, which humans use language to
communicate about. Just as we need to understand the basic meanings of words like
“eat” and “pie” and how their meanings compose in order to understand the sentence
“Pat ate a slice of pie,” we need common-sense knowledge about the world like Eating
can cause a person to feel ill in order to understand the implied causal relation in a
sentence like “Pat ate a slice of pie and felt ill.” (This stands in contrast to a sentence
like “Pat ate a slice of pie and went to bed,” which only implies a temporal relation.)
Though it is difficult to draw a clean dividing line between linguistic knowledge and
common-sense knowledge, we may think of the former as essential for the basic task of
mapping natural language statements to structured representations of meaning, while




It is in this setting, then, that this thesis will present a series of computational
models that seek to address key components of language meaning and understanding in
English. Parts I and II of this thesis focus on language understanding at the sentence
level and document (or discourse) level, respectively, both following a decompositional
approach to semantic representation.
In Part I of this thesis, we focus on developing the apparatus needed to represent
the meaning of events described in English sentences. We first look to syntax (for
which there exist reasonably robust parsers in English): do syntactic parses convey
all that we need to determine event structure and meaning? After outlining specific
semantic deficiencies of purely syntactic representations, we proceed to identify a
number of important semantic attributes of events and event participants that we
desire in a semantic representation, and develop high-accuracy parsers targeting
these attributes. Adopting a decompositional approach to semantic representation
(specifically Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) (White et al., 2016a)), we
are able to approach each target semantic attribute independently.
Having developed the machinery to parse sentence-level semantic representations
of events and participants in Part I, we move to Part II of the thesis, in which
we investigate a discourse-level component of language understanding: common-
sense knowledge of scripts (Schank, 1975). Here we investigate the question of
whether structured knowledge of common sequences of events that occur in the
world can be learned from large collections of text documents, i.e., the task of script
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induction. This type of common-sense knowledge is hypothesized to play a key role
in language understanding. Because many existing approaches to script induction
employ semantically impoverished event representations (specifically, syntax-based
representations), we apply the machinery developed in Part I of this thesis to extend
script induction methods to decompositional event representations. Finally, we observe
that approaches to learning scripts from text may be viewed simply as a specialized
form of language modeling. This raises the question of how language modeling may
or may not be leveraged for the more general problem of common-sense knowledge






Background and Overview, Part I
The ability to automatically map natural language sentences to structured rep-
resentations of their meaning is a core challenge in natural language processing. In
principle, meaning representations can facilitate a variety of semantic tasks that
require some level of understanding of meaning in text; these tasks include question-
answering, information retrieval, machine translation, knowledge graph construction,
and conversational agents, among others. While formal semantics is concerned with
the development of fully-expressive, compositional meaning representations and their
relation to the syntax-semantics interface, in a computational setting, meaning repre-
sentations are subject to different desiderata. These include computational tractability
and underspecifiability (the ability to preserve ambiguity) (Copestake et al., 2005), as
well as considerations of annotation cost and difficulty.
In the computational setting with which we are concerned, a variety of semantic
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representations have been proposed that exhibit different trade-offs among these
desiderata. Of these representational schemas, this thesis focuses on the Universal
Decompositional Semantics (UDS) representation (White et al., 2016a). The rest of
this chapter presents a brief overview of these different semantic representations, as well
as a comparison to UDS. For additional survey-level discussions of computationally-
oriented semantic representations, we refer the reader to Schubert (2015) and Abend
and Rappoport (2017).
Abstract Meaning Representation
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) is a sentence-
level meaning representation with directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure. Nodes in
the graph may represent entities or relations, and edges connect relations to their
arguments; AMR is a neo-Davidsonian representation (Davidson, 1967a; Parsons,
1990) as relations are reified as nodes which may serve as arguments to other relations.
AMRs are constructed independent of sentence syntax so sentences with divergent
syntax but similar meanings may be represented by the same structure. Intra-
sentential coreference may be handled by graph re-entrancy (i.e., a node representing
an entity may have more than one incoming edge). Importantly, the inventory of
event relation and arguments labels are based on the PropBank frameset ontology
(Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury, 2005a), e.g., ARG0 of kill.01. AMRs require expert
trained annotators and take several minutes to annotate each (Banarescu et al., 2013).
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Individual sentences are annotated in isolation and phenomena like tense and aspect
are not handled.
Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation
Like AMR, Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) (Abend and
Rappoport, 2013) is a neo-Davidsonian-like graph-based meaning representation that
lightly abstracts away from sentence syntax. The graphs consist of multiple layers of
edges between basic units of meaning; UCCA’s requisite foundation layer consists of a
small inventory of cross-linguistic conceptual types that serve as edge labels. Although
UCCA delineates predicate-argument structure, it does not distinguish the roles of
different participants in an event; that is to say, the sentences “The cat ate the rat”
and “The rat ate the cat” would yield the same UCCA representations. Additional
semantic distinctions, e.g. for tense and aspect, are allowed in additional layers of the
representation. UCCA annotation may be performed by non-linguistic experts, but
requires many hours of training.
Gröningen Meaning Bank
The Gröningen Meaning Bank (GMB) (Bos et al., 2017) is a corpus of semantic
annotations over passages of text. GMB representations are Discourse Representation
Structures (DRS), logical-form representations based on Discourse Representation
Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), with neo-Davidsonian event representations. GMB
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combines annotations for several different semantic phenomena, including entity
coreference across sentences. Their “human-aided machine annotation” integrates
human annotations with automated output from C&C parser tools (Curran, Clark,
and Bos, 2007) and Boxer (Bos, 2008). Categorical semantic roles are assigned to
event participants from the VerbNet hierarchy (Kipper-Schuler, 2005).
Episodic Logic
Episodic Logic (EL) (Hwang and Schubert, 1993; Schubert and Hwang, 2000) is
a logical form meaning representation based on Reichenbach (1947) and situation
logic (Barwise and Perry, 1983) that expresses episodes, events, and states. The
representation is closely tied to the surface or syntactic form of natural language
expressions and is designed to be expressive while also supporting inference. EL
representations may express a wide variety of semantic phenomena, including tense,
attitudes, inter-sentential anaphora, and probabilistic conditionals, among others. ELs
are computed with a rule-based system on top of sentence syntax.1
Hobbsian Logical Form
Hobbs (1985) proposes a logical form semantic representation in which all predica-
tions may be reified into event variables. In this way, Hobbsian Logical Forms (HLFs)
are able to represent higher-order predications in the syntax of first-order logic (FOL).
1Efforts to annotate a corpus of ULF (underspecified EL logical forms) are also being pursued.
(Personal communication.)
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In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we will explore the feasibility of building deterministic
mappings from dependency syntax to HLFs.
Universal Decompositional Semantics
The semantic representation which we choose to focus on in this thesis is Universal
Decompositional Semantics (UDS) (White et al., 2016a; Reisinger et al., 2015). In
UDS, a neo-Davidsonian predicate-argument structure is determined by a deterministic
ruleset over Universal Dependency parses. The predicate-argument graph structure is
decorated with multiple semantic features that may apply either to argument edges
(e.g., semantic proto-role labels (Reisinger et al., 2015)) or predicate nodes (e.g.,
factuality). In this way, UDS is a decompositional representation because it dispenses
with ontology-backed categorical semantic labels in favor of multiple non-mutually
exclusive labels that may characterize aspects of those categories. The semantic
proto-role features (see Chapter 4 for further discussion), in particular, stand in place
of categorical semantic role features employed by AMR or GMB. Because individual
UDS properties can be determined independently, UDS is efficient to annotate with
non-expert crowdsource workers. UDS’s tethering to UD syntax enables integration
of semantic features from other UD-based tools, like Stanford CoreNLP (as will be
relevant in Chapter 9.) Though UDS has been developed primarily as an English
semantic resource, its basis in UD syntax may facilitate future cross-lingual usage
(Zhang et al., 2018).
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A commonality of these representations is that they include information about
event-participant relations. Though not a fully structured semantic representation,
question-answer driven semantic role labeling (QA-SRL) is worth comparing
to UDS as another multi-label, crowdsourced annotation schema for semantic roles.
In QA-SRL, templatic questions that pick out specific participants in an event serve
as role labels. For example, given the sentence “Pat ate dinner,” the questions Who
ate something? and What did someone eat? pick out the arguments “Pat” and
“dinner,” respectively. Like UDS, arguments under QA-SRL may have multiple labels
and are not tied to a particular ontology. While QA-SRL labels syntactically pick
out an argument, their semantics are mostly implicit. For example, QA-SRL will
likely assign identical question labels to the arguments “a fork” and “a can of soda”
in the sentences “Pat ate the pizza with a fork/a can of soda.” (i.e., What did
someone eat something with? ), whereas UDS may distinguish these arguments with
the manipulated property (Chapter 4).
In this dissertation, we choose to focus on the development of UDS resources, both at
the sentence-level (Part I) and document/corpus level (Part II). As dependency syntax
already provides a strong baseline for semantic structure, this choice of representation
allows us to first examine the limitations of dependency syntax as a basic semantic
representation (Chapter 3) and move on to supplement this syntactic structure with
decompositional semantic features. Specifically, Chapters 4 and 5 introduce state-of-
the-art neural models for tasks corresponding to two UDS layers: semantic proto-role
11
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UCCA AMR GMB
Structure DAG DAG DRS/LF
Syntax-Bound No No Yes (CCG)
Categorical Yes (Concepts) Yes (PropBank) Yes (VerbNet)
Expert Annotation Yes Yes Partial
Tense/Aspect/Realis Yes No Yes
Quantification No No Yes
Logical Operations No No Yes
Neo-Davidsonian Yes Yes Yes
Coreference Yes (hypoth.) Intra-sent. Inter-sent.
EL QA-SRL UDS
Structure LF Question set Multi-label DAG
Syntax-Bound Yes N/A Yes (UD)
Categorical No No No
Expert Annotation N/A No No
Tense/Aspect/Realis Yes Yes Yes
Quantification Yes No No
Logical Operations Yes No No
Neo-Davidsonian Yes2 No Yes
Coreference Inter-sent. No Integratable
Table 2.1: A summary comparison of different semantic representations of text for
certain salient criteria. Note that the listed criteria (rows) are non-exhaustive and not
formally defined, such that their implementation may differ across schemas.
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labeling and event factuality prediction. In Part II of this thesis, we will turn to
the topic of script induction, or learning sequences of events from collections of
documents; since event representations in script induction have traditionally been
based on dependency syntax, we will employ the UDS parsers presented in Part I to
augment script event representations with UDS features and learn decompositional
scripts.
2In comparing Episodic Logic to neo-Davidsonian representations, Schubert and Hwang (2000)
write “...while Davidson introduced event variables as ‘extra arguments’ of verbs, our approach
(following (Reichenbach, 1947) ...) associates episodic variables with arbitrarily complex sentences.”
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Chapter 3
Is the Universal Dependency
Representation Semantic?
The Universal Dependencies (UD) are a syntactic representation that inform the
structure of Universal Decompositional Semantic (UDS) representations (White et al.,
2016a). Specifically, in English UDS, a UD syntax parse is used to directly determine
a predicate-argument graph structure from the corresponding sentence; the nodes
(predicates and arguments) and edges (predicate-argument pairs) thereof are then
decorated with sets of independent semantic features. A natural question to ask
is: how much semantic information is already provided by the underlying syntactic
dependencies in this representation? In other words, are the additional semantic
features of UDS on top of syntax necessary? This question is further motivated by
the observation that syntactic dependency representations are often also regarded as
14
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shallow semantic representations (Schuster and Manning, 2016a; Hajicová, 1998).
In this chapter, we explore the extent to which meaningful semantic distinctions
are or are not captured by the Stanford Dependency representation (Marneffe and
Manning, 2008). Although the Stanford Dependencies and Universal Dependencies
are formally separate representation standards, they are similar in many regards. The
enhanced and enhanced++ versions of UD representations were introduced to capture
many of the conveniences of the collapsed Stanford Dependencies and basic UD parses
may be directly convered to enhanced/enhanced++ UD parses with a rule-based
conversion tool introduced by (Schuster and Manning, 2016a). Thus, although the
analysis presented in this chapter focuses on Stanford Dependencies, the conclusions
may generally be extended to UD representations as well.
To answer the central question of this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of
mapping Stanford dependency parses to Hobbsian Logical Form, a practical, event-
theoretic semantic representation, using only a set of deterministic rules. Although
we find that such a mapping is possible in a large number of cases, we also find cases
for which such a mapping seems to require information beyond what the Stanford
Dependencies encode. These cases shed light on the kinds of semantic information
that are and are not present in the Stanford Dependencies.
The deterministic rules for mapping dependency parses to HLFs presented herein
have formed the basis for the subsequent development of the predicate-argument
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extraction system, PredPatt1, presented in White et al. (2016a).
3.1 Introduction
The Stanford dependency parser (De Marneffe, MacCartney, and Manning, 2006)
provides “deep” syntactic analysis of natural language by layering a set of hand-written
post-processing rules on top of Stanford’s statistical constituency parser (Klein and
Manning, 2003). Stanford dependency parses have been commonly used as a semantic
representation in natural language understanding and inference systems.2 For example,
they have been used as a basic meaning representation for the Recognizing Textual
Entailment task proposed by Dagan, Glickman, and Magnini (2005), such as by
Haghighi, Ng, and Manning (2005) and in other inference systems (Chambers et al.,
2007; MacCartney, 2009).
Because of their popular use as a semantic representation, it is important to
ask whether the Stanford Dependencies do, in fact, encode the kind of information
that ought to be present in a versatile semantic form. We address this question by
attempting to map the Stanford Dependencies into Hobbsian Logical Form (henceforth,
HLF), a neo-Davidsonian semantic representation designed for practical use (Hobbs,
1985). Our approach is to layer a set of hand-written rules on top of the Stanford
Dependencies to further transform the representation into HLFs. This approach is
1http://decomp.io/projects/predpatt/
2Statement presented by Chris Manning at the *SEM 2013 Panel on Language Understanding
http://nlpers.blogspot.com/2013/07/the-sem-2013-panel-on-language.html.
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a natural extension of the Stanford Dependencies which were, themselves, originally
derived from manually engineered post-processing routines.
The aim of this chapter, then, is neither to demonstrate the semantic completeness
of the Stanford Dependencies, nor to exhaustively enumerate their semantic deficiencies.
Indeed, to do so would be to presuppose HLF as an entirely complete semantic
representation, or, a perfect semantic standard against which to compare the Stanford
Dependencies. We make no such claim. Rather, our intent is to provide a qualitative
discussion of the Stanford Dependencies as a semantic resource through the lens of this
HLF mapping task. It is only necessary that HLF capture some subset of important
semantic phenomena to make this exercise meaningful.
Our results indicate that in a number of cases, it is, in fact, possible to directly
derive HLFs from Stanford dependency parses. At the same time, however, we also
find difficult-to-map phenomena that reveal inherent limitations of the dependencies as
a meaning representation. In many cases, some of these deficiencies may be addressed
by one or more semantic property in a UDS representation.
3.2 Background
This section provides a brief overview of the HLF and Stanford dependency
formalisms.
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Stanford Dependencies
A Stanford dependency parse is a set of triples consisting of two tokens (a governor
and a dependent), and a labeled syntactic or semantic relation between the two tokens.
Parses can be rendered as labeled, directed graphs, as in Figure 3.1. Note that here
we are using the collapsed version of the Stanford Dependencies.3
Figure 3.1: Stanford dependency parse of “A boy wants to build a boat quickly.”
Hobbsian Logical Form
The key insight of event-theoretic semantic representations is the reification of
events (Davidson, 1967a), or, treating events as entities in the world. As a logical,
first-order representation, Hobbsian Logical Form (Hobbs, 1985) employs this approach
by allowing for the reification of any predicate into an event variable. Specifically,
for any predicate p(x1, · · · , xn), there is a corresponding predicate, p′(E, x1, · · · , xn),
where E refers to the predicate (or event) p(x1, · · · , xn). The reified predicates are
3The collapsed version is more convenient for our purposes, but using the uncollapsed version
would not significantly affect our results.
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related to their non-reified forms with the following axiom schema:
(∀x1 · · ·xn)[p(x1 · · ·xn)↔ (∃e)Exist(e) ∧ p′(e, x1 · · ·xn)]
In HLF, “A boy runs” would be represented as:
(∃e, x)Exist(e) ∧ run′(e, x) ∧ boy(x)
and the sentence “A boy wants to build a boat quickly” (Hobbs, 1985) would be
represented as:
(∃e1, e2, e3, x, y)Exist(e1) ∧ want′(e1, x, e2)
∧quick′(e2, e3) ∧ build′(e3, x, y) ∧ boy(x) ∧ boat(y)
3.3 Mapping to HLF
We describe in this section our deterministic algorithm for mapping Stanford
dependency parses to HLF. The algorithm proceeds in four stages: event extraction,
argument identification, predicate-argument assignment, and formula construction. We
demonstrate these steps on the above example sentence “A boy wants to build a boat
quickly.”4 The rule-based algorithm operates on the sentence level and is purely a
4Hobbs (1985) uses the example sentence “A boy wanted to build a boat quickly.”
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function of the dependency parse or other trivially extractible information, such as
capitalization.
Event Extraction
The first step is to identify the set of event predicates that will appear in the final
HLF and assign an event variable to each. Most predicates are generated by a single
token in the sentence (e.g., the main verb). For each token t in the sentence, an event
(ei, pt) (where ei is the event variable and pt is the predicate) is added to the set of
events if any of the following conditions are met:
1. t is the dependent of the relation root, ccomp, xcomp, advcl, advmod, or
partmod.
2. t is the governor of the relation nsubj, dobj, ccomp, xcomp, xsubj, advcl,
nsubjpass, or agent.
Furthermore, an event (ei, pr) is added for any triple (rel, gov, dep) where rel is
prefixed with “prep ” (e.g., prep to, prep from, prep by, etc.).
Applying this step to our example sentence “A boy wants to build a boat quickly.”
yields the following set:
(e1, wants), (e2, quickly), (e3, build)
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Argument Identification
Next, the set of entities that will serve as predicate arguments are identified.
Crucially, this set will include some event variables generated in the previous step.
For each token, t, an argument (xi, t) is added to the set of arguments if one of the
following conditions is met:
1. t is the dependent of the relation nsubj, xsubj, dobj, ccomp, xcomp, nsubjpass,
agent, or iobj.
2. t is the governor of the relation advcl, advmod, or partmod.
Applying this step to our example sentence, we get the following argument set:
(x1, boat), (x2, build), (x3, boy)
Notice that the token build has generated both an event predicate and an argument.
This is because in our final HLF, build will be both an event predicate that takes the
arguments boy and boat, as well as an argument to the intensional predicate want.
Predicate-Argument Assignment
In this stage, arguments are assigned to each predicate. pt.argi denotes the i
th
argument of predicate pt and arg(t) denotes the argument associated with token t.
For example, arg(boy) = x2 and arg(quickly) = e3. We also say that if the token t1
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governs t2 by some relation (e.g., nsubj), then t1 nsubj-governs t2, or t2 nsubj-depends
on t1. Note that argi refers to any slot past arg2. Arguments are assigned as follows.
For each predicate pt (corresponding to token t):
1. If there is a token t′ such that t nsubj-, xsubj-, or agent-governs t′, then
pt.arg1 = arg(t
′).
2. If there is a token t′ such that t dobj-governs t′, then pt.arg2 = arg(t
′).
3. If there is a token t′ such that t nsubjpass-governs t′, then pt.argi = arg(t
′).
4. If there is a token t′ such that t partmod-depends on t′, then pt.arg2 = arg(t
′).
5. If there is a token t′ such that t iobj-governs t′, then pt.argi = arg(t
′).
6. If there is a token t′ such that t ccomp- or xcomp-governs t′, then pt.argi = arg(t
′)
(a) UNLESS there is a token t′′ such that t′ advmod-governs t′′, in which case
pt.argi = arg(t
′′).
7. If there is a token t′ such that t advmod- or advcl-depends on t′, then pt.argi =
arg(t′).
And for each pr generated from relation (rel, gov, dep) (i.e. all of the “prep ” relations):
1. pr.arg1 = arg(gov)
2. pr.argi = arg(dep)
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After running this stage on our example sentence, the predicate-argument assign-
ments are as follows:
wants(x3, e2), build(x3, x1), quickly(e3)
Each predicate can be directly replaced with its reified forms (i.e., p′):
wants′(e1, x3, e2), build
′(e3, x3, x1), quickly
′(e2, e3)
Two kinds of non-eventive predicates still need to be formed. First, every entity
(xi, t) that is neither a reified event nor a proper noun, e.g., (x3, boy), generates a
predicate of the form t(xi). Second, we generate Hobbs’s Exist predicate, which
identifies which event actually occurs in the “real world.” This is simply the event
generated by the dependent of the root relation.
Formula Construction
In this stage, the final HLF is pieced together. We join all of the predicates formed
above with the and conjunction, and existentially quantify over every variable found
therein. For our example sentence, the resulting HLF is:
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A boy wants to build a boat quickly.
(∃e1, e2, e3, x1, x3)[Exist(e1) ∧ boat(x1) ∧ boy(x3) ∧ wants′(e1, x3, e2)
∧build′(e3, x3, x1) ∧ quickly′(e2, e3)]
3.4 Analysis of Results
This section discusses semantic phenomena that our mapping does and does not
capture, providing a lens for assessing the usefulness of the Stanford Dependencies as
a semantic resource.
Successes
Formulas 3.1-3.7 are correct HLFs that our mapping rules successfully generate.
They illustrate the diversity of semantic information that is easily recoverable from
Stanford dependency parses.
Formulas 3.1-3.2 show successful parses in simple transitive sentences with ac-
tive/passive alternations, and Formula 3.3 demonstrates success in parsing ditransitives.
Also easily recovered from the dependency structures are semantic parses of sentences
with adverbs (Formula 3.4) and reporting verbs (Formula 3.5). Lest it appear that
these phenomena may only be handled in isolation, Equations 3.6-3.7 show successful
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parses for sentences with arbitrary combinations of the above phenomena.
A boy builds a boat.
(∃e1, x1, x2)[Exist(e1) ∧ boy(x2) ∧ boat(x1) ∧ builds′(e1, x2, x1)]
(3.1)
A boat was built by a boy.
(∃e1, x1, x2)[Exist(e1) ∧ boat(x2) ∧ boy(x1) ∧ built′(e1, x1, x2)]
(3.2)
Jackie gave Morgan a boat.
(∃e1, x1)[Exist(e1) ∧ boat(x1) ∧ gave′(e1, Jackie, x1,Morgan)]
(3.3)
Jackie built a boat quickly. OR Jackie quickly built a boat.
(∃e1, e2, x1)[Exist(e1) ∧ boat(x1) ∧ quickly(e2, e1) ∧ built′(e1, Jackie, x1)]
(3.4)
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Jackie told Morgan that a boy built a boat.
(∃e1, e2, x1, x4)[Exist(e1) ∧ boy(x1) ∧ boat(x4) ∧ built′(e2, x1, x4) ∧
told′(e1, Jackie,Morgan, e2)]
(3.5)
Jackie told Morgan that Sam told Jesse that Alex loves Pat.
(∃e1, e2, e3)[Exist(e1) ∧ told′(e2, Sam, Jesse, e3) ∧ loves′(e3, Alex, Pat) ∧
told′(e1, Jackie,Morgan, e2)]
(3.6)
Jackie was told by Morgan that Sam wants Jesse to build a boat quickly.
(∃e1, e2, e3, e4, x7)[Exist(e1) ∧ boat(x7) ∧ build′(e2, Jesse, x7) ∧
told′(e1,Morgan, Jackie, e4) ∧ wants′(e4, Sam, e3) ∧ quickly′(e3, e2)]
(3.7)
Limitations
Though our mapping rules enable us to directly extract deep semantic information
directly from the Stanford dependency parses in the above cases, there are a number
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of difficulties with this approach that shed light on inherent limitations of the Stanford
Dependencies as a semantic resource.
A major such limitation arises in cases of event nominalizations. Because depen-
dency parses are syntax-based, their structures do not distinguish between eventive
noun phrases like “the bombing of the city” and non-eventive ones like “the mother of
the child”; such a distinction, however, would be found in the corresponding HLFs.
Certain syntactic alternations also prove problematic. For example, the dependency
structure does not recognize that “window” takes the same semantic role in the
sentences “Jackie broke the mirror.” and “The mirror broke.” The use of additional
semantic lables, like PropBank role labels (Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury, 2005b),
would be necessary to determine this. Specific semantic proto-role properties in the
UDS representation, like changed-state or destroyed would also enable this
distinction. These properties will be introduced in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
Prepositional phrases present another problem for our mapping task, as the
Stanford dependencies will typically not distinguish between PPs indicating arguments
and adjuncts. For example, “Morgan stuffed envelopes with coupons” and “Morgan
stuffed envelopes with Jackie” have identical dependency structures, yet “coupons”
and “Jackie” are (hopefully for Jackie) taking on different semantic roles. This is,
in fact, a prime example of how Stanford dependency parses may resolve syntactic
ambiguity without resolving semantic ambiguity. In this case as well, a UDS proto-role
property like changed-location might enable such a distinction to be drawn.
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One additional semantic limitation of the syntactic dependency representation is
that it does not give us insight into certain lexical entailments with regard to the
embedded predicates of clause-embedding verbs. For example, there is no difference
between the Stanford dependency parses of the sentences “A boy managed to build a
boat” and “A boy failed to build a boat.”; in the former sentence, the building event
happened, and in the latter, it did not. This could be distinguished in HLF by the use
of the Exist predicate. In UDS, the semantic property factual (which decorates
a predicate node) would also make this distinction. This detection of a predicate or
event’s factuality will be the subject of Chapter 5.
Of course, one might manage more HLF coverage by adding more rules to our
system, but the limitations discussed here are fundamental. If two sentences have
different semantic interpretations but identical dependency structures, then there can
be no deterministic mapping rule (based on dependency structure alone) that yields
this distinction.
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented here an attempt to map the Stanford Dependencies to HLF
via a second layer of hand-written rules. That our mapping rules, which are purely a
function of dependency structure, succeed in producing correct HLFs in some cases
is good evidence that the Stanford Dependencies do contain some practical level of
semantic information. Nevertheless, we were also able to quickly identify aspects of
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meaning that the Stanford Dependencies do not capture.
Our argument does not require that HLF be an optimal representation, only that
it capture worthwhile aspects of semantics and that it not be readily derived from the
Stanford representation. This is enough to conclude that the Stanford Dependencies,
and by extension, the English Universal Dependencies, are not sufficient in all cases
as a meaning representation. This observation motivates the next two chapters of this
thesis, in which we will investigate two types of semantic features that decorate UDS





In Chapter 3, we noted that dependency syntax, while useful in identifying the
underlying predicate-argument structure of HLF, does not capture every distinction
we may wish to denote in a semantic representation. Accordingly, we may think of
Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) (White et al., 2016a) as consisting of
predicate-argument structures determined by syntax1 and decorated with many layers
of independent semantic features. Chief among these semantic layers are semantic
proto-role properties (Reisinger et al., 2015).
In this chapter, we present a novel model for the prediction of semantic proto-
role properties (SPRL) that achieves high accuracy. Specifically, this model uses an
1Indeed, the predicate-argument extraction toolkit, PredPatt, which determines the underlying
structure of UDS, is an outgrowth of the mapping rules outlined in Chapter 3.
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adapted bidirectional long short-term memory network (LSTM) encoding strategy
that we call Neural-Davidsonian: predicate-argument structure is represented as pairs
of hidden states corresponding to predicate and argument head tokens of the input
sequence. We demonstrate: (1) state-of-the-art results in SPRL, and (2) that our
network naturally shares parameters between attributes, allowing for learning new
attribute types with limited added supervision.
4.1 Introduction
Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) (White et al., 2016a) is a contem-
porary semantic representation of text (Abend and Rappoport, 2017) that forgoes
traditional inventories of semantic categories in favor of bundles of simple, interpretable
properties. In particular, UDS includes a practical implementation of Dowty’s theory
of thematic proto-roles (Dowty, 1991): arguments are labeled with properties typical
of Dowty’s proto-agent (awareness, volition ...) and proto-patient (changed
state ...).
Annotated corpora have allowed the exploration of Semantic Proto-role Labeling
(SPRL) 2 as a natural language processing task (Reisinger et al., 2015; White et al.,
2016a; Teichert et al., 2017). For example, consider the following sentence, in which a
particular pair of predicate and argument heads have been emphasized: “The cat ate
the rat.” An SPRL system must infer from the context of the sentence whether the
2SPRL and SPR refer to the labeling task and the underlying semantic representation, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: BiLSTM sentence encoder with SPR decoder. Semantic proto-role labeling
is with respect to a specific predicate and argument within a sentence, so the decoder
receives the two corresponding hidden states.
rat had volition, changed-state, and existed-after the eating event (see Table
4.2 for more properties).
We present an intuitive neural model that achieves state-of-the-art3 performance
for SPRL.4 As depicted in Figure 4.1, our model’s architecture is an extension of the
bidirectional LSTM, capturing a Neo-Davidsonian like intuition, wherein select pairs of
hidden states are concatenated to yield a dense representation of predicate-argument
3The model presented herein was state-of-the-art at the time of original publication in Rudinger
et al. (2018). Since publication, a new model that achieves state of the art on most SPRL properties
has been introduced by Opitz and Frank (2019).
4Implementation available at https://github.com/decomp-sem/neural-sprl.
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SPR Property Explanation of Property
instigation Arg caused the Pred to happen? yes no
volitional Arg chose to be involved in the Pred? yes no
aware
Arg was/were aware of being
involved in the Pred?
yes yes
physically existed Arg existed as a physical object? yes yes
existed after Arg existed after the Pred stopped? yes no
changed state
The Arg was/were altered or somehow
changed during or by the end of the Pred?
yes yes
Table 4.1: Example SPR annotations for the toy example “The cat ate the rat,”
where the Predicate in question is “ate” and the Argument in question is either “cat”
or “rat.” Note that not all SPR properties are listed, and the binary labels (yes, no)
are coarsened from a 5-point Likert scale.
structure and fed to a prediction layer for end-to-end training. We include a thorough
quantitative analysis highlighting the contrasting errors between the proposed model
and previous (non-neural) state-of-the-art.
In addition, our network naturally shares a subset of parameters between attributes.
We demonstrate how this allows learning to predict new attributes with limited
supervision: a key finding that could support efficient expansion of new SPR attribute
types in the future.
4.2 Background
Davidson (1967b) is credited for representations of meaning involving propositions
composed of a fixed arity predicate, all of its core arguments arising from the natural
language syntax, and a distinguished event variable. The earlier example could thus be
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denoted (modulo tense) as (∃e)eat[(e,cat,rat)], where the variable e is a reification of
the eating event. The order of the arguments in the predication implies their role, where
leaving arguments unspecified (as in “The cat eats”) can be handled either by introduc-
ing variables for unstated arguments, e.g., (∃e)(∃x)[eat(e,cat, x)], or by creating new
predicates that correspond to different arities, e.g., (∃e)eat intransitive[(e,cat)].5
The Neo-Davidsonian approach (Castañeda, 1967; Parsons, 1995), which we follow
in this work, allows for variable arity by mapping the argument positions of individ-
ual predicates to generalized semantic roles, shared across predicates,6 e.g., agent,
patient and theme, in: (∃e)[eat(e) ∧Agent(e,cat) ∧Patient(e,rat)].
Dowty (1991) conjectured that the distinction between the role of a prototypical
Agent and prototypical Patient could be decomposed into a number of semantic
properties such as “Did the argument change state?”; these semantic distinctions then
serve to determine the syntactic position assigned to each argument of a predicate
in its surface realization. Here we formulate a Neo-Davidsonian event representation
employing Dowty-inspired semantic proto-role (SPR) attributes:
(∃e) [eat(e)
∧ volition(e,cat) ∧ instigation(e,cat)...
∧ ¬volition(e,rat) ∧ destroyed(e,rat)... ]
5This formalism aligns with that used in PropBank (Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury, 2005a),
which associated numbered, core arguments with each sense of a verb in their corpus annotation.
6For example, as seen in FrameNet (Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe, 1998).
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Dowty’s theory was empirically verified by Kako (2006), followed by pilot (Mad-
nani, Boyd-Graber, and Resnik, 2010) and large-scale (Reisinger et al., 2015) corpus
annotation efforts, the latter introducing a logistic regression baseline for SPRL. Te-
ichert et al. (2017) refined the evaluation protocol,7 and developed a CRF (Lafferty,
McCallum, and Pereira, 2001) for the task, representing existing state-of-the-art.
Full details about the SPR datasets introduced by Reisinger et al. (2015) and
White et al. (2016a), which we use in this work, are provided in Section 4.4. For
clarity, Table 4.1 shows a toy SPRL example, including a few sample SPR properties
and explanations.
4.3 “Neural-Davidsonian” Model
Our proposed SPRL model (Fig. 4.1) determines the value of each attribute (e.g.,
volition) on an argument (a) with respect to a particular predication (e) as a
function on the latent states associated with the pair, (e, a), in the context of a full
sentence. Our architecture encodes the sentence using a shared, one-layer, bidirectional
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997b; Graves, Jaitly, and Mohamed, 2013),
or, BiLSTM. We then obtain a continuous, vector representation hea = [he;ha], for
each predicate-argument pair as the concatenation of the hidden BiLSTM states he
and ha corresponding to the syntactic head of the predicate of e and argument a
7Splitting train/dev/test along Penn Treebank boundaries and casting the SPRL task as multi-label
binary classification.
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respectively. These heads are obtained over gold syntactic parses using the predicate-
argument detection tool, PredPatt (White et al., 2016a).8 We note here related work
in semantic role labeling by He et al. (2018) which also treats predicate-argument
pairs independntly and thus could also be considered “neural-Davidsonian” under
this formulation; a key difference is that here we consider the syntactic head of the
argument where He et al. (2018) instead consider the argument’s span.
For each SPR attribute, a score is predicted by passing hea through a separate
two-layer perceptron, with the weights of the first layer shared across all attributes:
Score(attr,hea) = Wattr [g (Wshared [hea])]
This architecture accommodates the definition of SPRL as multi-label binary
classification given by Teichert et al. (2017) by treating the score as the log-odds of the
attribute being present (i.e. P(attr|hea) = 11+exp[−Score(attr,hea)]). This architecture also
supports SPRL as a scalar regression task where the parameters of the network are
tuned to directly minimize the discrepancy between the predicted score and a reference
scalar label. The loss for the binary and scalar models are negative log-probability
and squared error, respectively; the losses are summed over all SPR attributes.
Training with Auxiliary Tasks A benefit of the shared neural-Davidsonian repre-
sentation is that it offers many levels at which multi-task learning may be leveraged to
8Observed to be state-of-the-art by Zhang, Rudinger, and Van Durme (2017).
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improve parameter estimation so as to produce semantically rich representations hea,
he, and ha. For example, the sentence encoder might be pre-trained as an encoder
for machine translation, the argument representation ha can be jointly trained to
predict word-sense, the predicate representation, he, could be jointly trained to predict
factuality (Sauŕı and Pustejovsky, 2009; Rudinger, White, and Van Durme, 2018), and
the predicate-argument representation, hea, could be jointly trained to predict other
semantic role formalisms (e.g. PropBank SRL—suggesting a neural-Davidsonian SRL
model in contrast to recent BIO-style neural models of SRL (He et al., 2017)).
To evaluate this idea empirically, we experimented with a number of multi-task
training strategies for SPRL. While all settings outperformed prior work in aggregate,
simply initializing the BiLSTM parameters with a pretrained English-to-French ma-
chine translation encoder9 produced the best results,10 so we simplify discussion by
focusing on that model. The efficacy of MT pretraining that we observe here comes as
no surprise given prior work demonstrating, e.g., the utility of bitext for paraphrase
(Ganitkevitch, Van Durme, and Callison-Burch, 2013), that NMT pretraining yields
improved contextualized word embeddings11 (McCann et al., 2017), and that NMT
encoders specifically capture useful features for SPRL (Poliak et al., 2018b). Full
details about each multi-task experiment, including a full set of ablation results, are
9using a modified version of OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017) trained on the 109 Fr-En corpus
(Callison-Burch et al., 2009) (Section 4.6).
10e.g. this initialization resulted in raising micro-averaged F1 from 82.2 to 83.3
11More recent discoveries on the usefulness of language model pretraining (Peters et al., 2018;
Howard and Ruder, 2018) for RNN encoders suggest a promising direction for future SPRL experi-
ments.
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reported in Section 4.6; details about the corresponding datasets are in Section 4.4.
Except in the ablation experiment of Figure 4.2, our model was trained on only
the SPRL data and splits used by Teichert et al. (2017) (learning all properties
jointly), using GloVe12 embeddings and with the MT-initialized BiLSTM. Models were
implemented in PyTorch and trained end-to-end with Adam optimization (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) and a default learning rate of 10−3. Each model was trained for ten
epochs, selecting the best-performing epoch on dev.
Prior Work in SPRL We additionally include results from prior work: “lr” is the
logistic-regression model introduced by Reisinger et al. (2015) and “crf” is the CRF
model (specifically SPRL⋆) from Teichert et al. (2017). Although White et al. (2016a)
released additional SPR annotations, we are unaware of any benchmark results on
that data; however, our multi-task results in Section 4.6 do use the data and we find
(unsurprisingly) that concurrent training on the two SPR datasets can be helpful.
Using only data and splits from White et al. (2016a), the scalar regression architecture
of Table 4.6 achieves a Pearson’s ρ of 0.577 on test.
There are a few noteworthy differences between our neural model and the CRF
of prior work. As an adapted BiLSTM, our model easily exploits the benefits of
large-scale pretraining, in the form of GloVe embeddings and MT pretraining, both
absent in the CRF. Ablation experiments (Section 4.6) show the advantages conferred
12300-dimensional, uncased; glove.42B.300d from https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/; 15,533 out-of-vocabulary words across all datasets were assigned a random embedding
(uniformly from [−.01, .01]). Embeddings remained fixed during training.
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by these features. In contrast, the discrete-featured CRF model makes use of gold
dependency labels, as well as joint modeling of SPR attribute pairs with explicit joint
factors, both absent in our neural model. Future SPRL work could explore the use of
models like the LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016) to combine the
advantages of both paradigms.
4.4 Data
Here we describe each dataset used in training the “Neural-Davidsonian” SRPL
model. The SPR1 and SPR2 datasets are the primary datasets of focus. The
subsequent datasets are used for auxiliary tasks in the multi-task training experiments,
described in Section 4.6.
SPR1
The SPR1.0 (“SPR1”) dataset introduced by Reisinger et al. (2015) contains
proto-role annotations on 4,912 Wall Street Journal sentences from PropBank (Palmer,
Gildea, and Kingsbury, 2005a) corresponding to 9,738 predicate-argument pairs with
18 properties each, in total 175,284 property annotations. All annotations were
performed by a single, trusted annotator. Each annotation is a rating from 1 to 5
indicating the likelihood that the property applies, with an additional “N/A” option
if the question of whether the property holds is nonsensical in the context.
To compare with prior work (Teichert et al., 2017), we treat the SPR1 data as
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a binary prediction task: the values 4 and 5 are mapped to True (property holds),
while the values 1, 2, 3, and “N/A” are mapped to False (property does not hold).
In additional experiments, we move to treating SPR1 as a scalar prediction task; in
this case, “N/A” is mapped to 1, and all other annotation values remain unchanged.
SPR2
The second SPR release (White et al., 2016a) contains annotations on 2,758
sentences from the English Web Treebank (EWT) (Bies et al., 2012) portion of
the Universal Dependencies (v1.2) (Silveira et al., 2014)13, corresponding to 6,091
predicate-argument pairs. With 14 proto-role properties each, there are a total
of 85,274 annotations, with two-way redundancy. As in SPR1, the value of each
annotation is an integral value 1-5 or “N/A.” We treat SPR2 as a scalar prediction
task, first mapping “N/A” to 1, and then averaging the two-way redundant annotation
values to a single value.
Word Sense Disambiguation
Aligned with proto-role property annotations in the SPR2 release are word sense
disambiguation judgments for the head tokens of arguments. Candidate word senses
(fine-grained) from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) were presented to Mechanical Turk
workers (at least three annotators per instance), who selected every applicable sense
13We exclude the SPR2 pilot data; if included, the SPR2 release contains annotations for 2,793
sentences.
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of the word in the given context. In this work, we map the fine-grained word senses to
one of 26 coarse-grained WordNet noun supersenses (e.g., noun.animal, noun.event,
noun.quantity, etc.). In many cases, a word may be mapped to more than one
supersense. We treat the supersense label on a word as a distribution over supersenses,
where the probability assigned to one supersense is proportional to the number of
annotators that (indirectly) selected that supersense. In practice, the entropy of these
resulting supersense distributions is low, with an average perplexity of 1.42.
PropBank
The PropBank project consists of predicate-argument annotations over corpora
for which gold Penn TreeBank-style constituency parses are available. We use the
Unified PropBank release (Bonial et al., 2014; Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017), which
contains annotations over OntoNotes as well as the English Web TreeBank (EWT).
Each predicate in each corpus is annotated for word sense, and each argument of
each predicate is given a label such as ARG0, ARG1, etc., where the interpretation
of the label is defined relative to the word sense. We use PropBank Frames to map
these sense-specific labels to 16 sense-independent labels such as PAG (proto-agent),
PPT (proto-patient), etc., and then formulate a task to predict the abstracted labels.
Because our model requires knowledge of predicate and argument head words, we
ran the Stanford Universal Dependencies converter (Schuster and Manning, 2016b)
over the gold constituency parses to obtain Universal Dependency parses, which were
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then processed by the PredPatt framework (Zhang, Rudinger, and Van Durme, 2017;
White et al., 2016a) to identify head words.
English-French Data
The 109 French-English parallel corpus (Callison-Burch et al., 2009) contains
22,520,376 French-English sentence pairs, made up of 811,203,407 French words and
668,412,817 English words. The corpus was constructed by crawling the websites of
international organizations such as the Canadian government, the European Union,
and the United Nations.
4.5 Experiments
Table 4.2 shows a side-by-side comparison of our model with prior work. The full
breakdown of F1 scores over each individual property is provided. For every property
except existed during, existed after, and created we are able to exceed prior
performance. For some properties, the absolute F1 gains are quite large: destroyed
(+24.2), changed possession (+19.2.0), changed location (+10.1), stationary
(+26.0) and location (+35.3). We also report performance with a scalar regression
version of the model, evaluated with Pearson correlation. The scalar model is with
respect to the original SPR annotations on a 5-point Likert scale, instead of a binary
cut-point along that scale (> 3).
Manual Analysis We select two properties (volition and makes physical
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previous work this work
lr crf binary scalar
instigation 76.7 85.6 88.6 0.858
volition 69.8 86.4 88.1 0.882
awareness 68.8 87.3 89.9 0.897
sentient 42.0 85.6 90.6 0.925
physically existed 50.0 76.4 82.7 0.834
existed before 79.5 84.8 85.1 0.710
existed during 93.1 95.1 95.0 0.673
existed after 82.3 87.5 85.9 0.619
created 0.0 44.4 39.7 0.549
destroyed 17.1 0.0 24.2 0.346
changed 54.0 67.8 70.7 0.592
changed state 54.6 66.1 71.0 0.604
changed possession 0.0 38.8 58.0 0.640
changed location 6.6 35.6 45.7 0.702
stationary 13.3 21.4 47.4 0.711
location 0.0 18.5 53.8 0.619
physical contact 21.5 40.7 47.2 0.741
manipulated 72.1 86.0 86.8 0.737
micro f1 71.0 81.7 83.3
macro f1 55.4⋆ 65.9⋆ 71.1
macro-avg pearson 0.753
Table 4.2: SPR comparison to Teichert et al. (2017). Bold number indicate best F1
results in each row. Right-most column is pearson correlation coeficient for a model
trained and tested on the scalar regression formulation of the same data.
contact) to perform a manual error analysis with respect to crf 14 and our binary
model from Table 4.2. For each property, we sample 40 dev instances with gold labels
of “True” (> 3) and 40 instances of “False” (≤ 3), restricted to cases where the two
system predictions disagree.15 We manually label each of these instances for the six
features shown in Table 4.3. For example, given the input “He sits down at the piano
14We obtained the crf dev system predictions of Teichert et al. (2017) via personal communication
with the authors.
15According to the reference, of the 1071 dev examples, 150 have physical contact and 350 have
volition. The two models compared here differed in phy. contact on 62 positive and 44 negative
instances and for volition on 43 positive and 54 negative instances.
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1 All 80 −14 6 80 −14 −10
2 ProperNoun 18 −2 −2 21 4 −5
3 Org. 15 −9 2 31 −6 −1
4 Pronoun 10 0 8 12 0 0
5 PhraseVerb 14 −6 0 9 −4 1
6 Metaphor 11 −5 −2 6 −2 0
7 LightVerb 5 −2 1 5 −1 2
Table 4.3: Manual error analysis on a sample of instances (80 for each property) where
outputs of crf and the binary model from Table 4.2 differ. Negative ∆ False+
and ∆ False– indicate the neural model represents a net reduction in type I and
type II errors respectively over crf. Positive values indicate a net increase in errors.
Each row corresponds to one of several (overlapping) subsets of the 80 instances in
disagreement: (1) all (sampled) instances; (2) argument is a proper noun; (3) argument
is an organization or institution; (4) argument is a pronoun; (5) predicate is phrasal
or a particle verb construction; (6) predicate is used metaphorically; (7) predicate is a
light-verb construction. #Differ is the size of the respective subset.
and plays,” our neural model correctly predicts that He makes physical contact during
the sitting, while crf does not. Since He is a pronoun, and sits down is phrasal, this
example contributes −1 to ∆ False– in rows 1, 4 and 5.
For both properties our model appears more likely to correctly classify the argument
in cases where the predicate is a phrasal verb. This is likely a result of the fact that
the BiLSTM has stronger language-modeling capabilities than the crf, particularly
with MT pretraining. In general, our model increases the false-positive rate for makes
physical contact, but especially when the argument is pronominal.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of using only a fraction of the training data for a property while
either ignoring or co-training with the full training data for the other SPR1 properties.
Measurements at 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100%.
Learning New SPR Properties One motivation for the decompositional approach
adopted by SPRL is the ability to incrementally build up an inventory of annotated
properties according to need and budget. Here we investigate (1) the degree to which
having less training data for a single property degrades our F1 for that property on
held-out data and (2) the effect on degradation of concurrent training with the other
properties. We focus on two properties only: instigation, a canonical example of a
proto-agent property, and manipulated, which is a proto-patient property. For each
we consider six training set sizes (1, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 percent of the instances).
Starting with the same randomly initialized BiLSTM16, we consider two training
scenarios: (1) ignoring the remaining properties or (2) including the model’s loss on
16Note that this experiment does not make use of MT pretraining as was used for Table 4.2, to
best highlight the impact of parameter sharing across attributes.
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other properties with a weight of λ = 0.1 in the training objective.
Results are presented in Figure 4.2. We see that, in every case, most of the
performance is achieved with only 25% of the training data. The curves also suggest
that training simultaneously on all SPR properties allows the model to learn the
target property more quickly (i.e., with fewer training samples) than if trained on
that property in isolation. For example, at 5% of the training training data, the
“all properties” models are achieving roughly the same F1 on their respective target
property as the “target property only” models achieves at 50% of the data.17 As the
SPR properties currently annotated are by no means semantically exhaustive,18 this
experiment indicates that future annotation efforts may be well served by favoring
breadth over depth, collecting smaller numbers of examples for a larger set of attributes.
4.6 Mult-Task Investigation
Multi-task learning has been found to improve performance on many NLP tasks,
particularly for neural models, and is rapidly becoming de rigueur in the field. The
strategy involves optimizing for multiple training objectives corresponding to different
(but usually related) tasks. Collobert and Weston (2008) use multi-task learning
to train a convolutional neural network to perform multiple core NLP tasks (POS
17As we observed the same trend more clearly on the dev set, we suspect some over-fitting to the
development data which was used for independently select a stopping epoch for each of the plotted
points.
18E.g., annotations do not include any questions relating to the origin or destination of an event.
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Name # Description
lr Logistic Regr. model,
Reisinger et al. (2015)
crf CRF model,
Teichert et al. (2017)
spr1 0 SPR1 basic model
spr1-rand 0 spr1, random word embeddings
mt:spr1 1a spr1 after MT pretraining
pb:spr1 1a spr1 after PB pretraining
mt:pb:spr1 1a spr1 after MT+PB pretraining
spr1+2 1b SPR1 and SPR2 concurrently
spr1+wsd 1b SPR1 and WSD concurrently
mt:spr1+2 1b spr1+2 after MT pretraining
mt:spr1+wsd 1b spr1+wsd after MT pretraining
mt:spr1s 1c SPR1 scalar after MT pretraining
pb:spr1s 1c SPR1 scalar after PB pretraining
ps-ms 1d SPR1 propty-specific model sel.
spr2 2 SPR2 basic scalar model
mt:spr2 2 spr2 after MT pretraining
pb:spr2 2 spr2 after PB pretraining
mt:pb:spr2 2 spr2 after MT+PB pretraining
Table 4.4: Name and short description of each experimental condition reported;
numbering corresponds to experiment numbers reported in Section 4.6.2. mt: indicates
pretraining with machine translation; pb: indicates pretraining with PropBank SRL.
tagging, named entity recognition, etc.). Multi-task learning has also been used to
improve sentence compression (Klerke, Goldberg, and Søgaard, 2016), chunking and
dependency parsing (Hashimoto, Tsuruoka, and Socher, 2017). Related work on
UDS (White et al., 2016a) shows improvements on event factuality prediction with
multi-task learning on BiLSTM models (Rudinger, White, and Van Durme, 2018).
Expanding upon the basic experiments presented in the previous section, here we
perform an extensive investigation of the impact of multi-task learning for SPRL.
We borrow insights from Mou et al. (2016) who explore different multi-task
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strategies for NLP including approach of initializing a network by training it on a
related task (“INIT”) versus interspersing tasks during training (“MULT”). Here
we employ both of these strategies, referring to them as pretraining and concurrent
training. We also use the terminology target task and auxiliary task to differentiate
the primary task(s) we are interested in from those that play only a supporting role in
training. In order to tune the impact of auxiliary tasks on the learned representation,
Luong et al. (2016) use a mixing parameter, αi, for each task i. Each parameter update
consists of selecting a task with probability proportional to its αi and then performing
one update with respect to that task alone. They show that the choice of α has a
large impact on the effect of multi-task training, which influences our experiments
here.
Please refer to Section 4.4 for details on the datasets used in this section. In
particular, with a few exceptions, White et al. (2016a) annotates for the same set
of properties as Reisinger et al. (2015), but with slightly different protocol and on
a different genre. However, in this section we treat the two datasets as if they were
separate tasks. To avoid cluttering the results in the main text, we exclusively present
results there on what we call SPR1 which consists of the data from Reisinger et al.
(2015) and the train/dev/test splits of Teichert et al. (2017). We refer to the analogous
tasks built on the data and splits of White et al. (2016a) using the term SPR2. (We
are not aware of any prior published results on property prediction for the SPR2.)
In addition to the binary and scalar SPR architectures outlined in Section 4.3,
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we also considered concurrently training the BiLSTM on a fine-grained word-sense
disambiguation task or on joint SPR1 and SPR2 prediction. We also experimented
with using machine translation and PropBank SRL to initialize the parameters of the
BiLSTM. Preliminary experimentation on dev data with other combinations helped
prune down the set of interesting experiments to those listed in Table 4.4 which
assigns names to the models explored here. Our ablation study in Section 4.5 uses
the model named spr1 while the other results correspond to mt:spr1 in the case
of binary prediction and mt:spr1s in the case of scalar prediction. After detailing
the additional components used for pretraining or concurrent training, we present
aggregate results and for the best performing models (according to dev) we present
property-level aggregate results.
4.6.1 Auxiliary Tasks
Each auxiliary task is implemented in the form of a task-specific decoder with
access to the hidden states computed by the shared BiLSTM encoder. In this way,
the losses from these tasks backpropagate through the BiLSTM. Here we describe
each task-specific decoder.
PropBank Decoder
The network architecture for the auxiliary task of predicting abstract role types
in PropBank is nearly identical to the architecture for SPRL described in Section
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4.3. The main difference is that the PropBank task is a single-label, categorical
classification task.
P(rolei|hea) = softmaxi (Wpropbank [hea])
The loss from this decoder is the negative log of the probability assigned to the
correct label.
Supersense Decoder
The word sense disambiguation decoder computes a probability distribution over
26 WordNet supersenses with a simple single-layer feedforward network:
P(supersensei|ha) = softmaxi(W [ha])
where W ∈ R1200×26 and ha is the RNN hidden state corresponding to the argument
head token we wish to disambiguate. Since the gold label in the supersense prediction
task is a distribution over supersenses, the loss from this decoder is the cross-entropy
between its predicted distribution and the gold distribution.
French Translation Decoder
Given the encoder hidden states, the goal of translation is to generate the reference
sequence of tokens Y = y1, · · · , yn in the target language, i.e., French. We employ the
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standard decoder architecture for neural machine translation. At each time step i, the
probability distribution of the decoded token yi is defined as:








where Wfr is a transform matrix, and bfr is a bias. The inputs are the decoder hidden
state si and the context vector ci. The decoder hidden state si is computed by:
si = rnn(yi−1, si−1)
where rnn is a recurrent neural network using L-layer stacked LSTM, yi−1 is the
word embedding of token yi−1, and s0 is initialized by the last encoder left-to-right
hidden state.
The context vector ci is computed by an attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho,













s⊤i (Wαhk + bα)
) ,
where Wα is a transform matrix and bα is a bias. The loss is the negative log-
probability of the decoded sequence.
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Table 4.5: Overall test performance for all settings described in Experiments 1
and 1a-d. The target task is SPR1 as binary classification. Micro- and macro-F1
are computed over all properties. (⋆Baseline macro-F1 scores are computed from
property-specific precision and recall values in Teichert et al. (2017) and may introduce
rounding errors.)
4.6.2 Results
In this section, we present a series of experiments using different components of
the neural architecture described in Section 4.3, with various training regimes. Each
experimental setting is given a name (in smallcaps) and summarized in Table 4.4.
Unless otherwise stated, the target task is SPR1 (classification).
Experiment 0: Embeddings
By default, all models reported in this paper employ pretrained word embeddings
(GloVe). In this experiment we replaced the pretrained embeddings in the vanilla
SPR1 model (spr1) with randomly initialized word embeddings (spr1-rand). The
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crf spr1 mt:spr1 spr1+2
instigation 85.6 84.6 88.6 85.6
volition 86.4 87.9 88.1 88.0
awareness 87.3 88.3 89.9 88.4
sentient 85.6 89.6 90.6 90.0
physically existed 76.4 82.3 82.7 80.2
existed before 84.8 86.0 85.1 86.8
existed during 95.1 94.2 95.0 94.8
existed after 87.5 86.9 85.9 87.5
created 44.4 46.6 39.7 51.6
destroyed 0.0 11.1 24.2 6.1
changed 67.8 67.4 70.7 68.1
changed state 66.1 66.8 71.0 67.1
changed possession 38.8 57.1 58.0 63.7
changed location 35.6 60.0 45.7 52.9
stationary 21.4 43.2 47.4 53.1
location 18.5 46.9 53.8 53.6
physical contact 40.7 52.7 47.2 54.7
manipulated 86.0 82.2 86.8 86.7
micro f1 81.7 82.2 83.3 83.3
macro f1 65.9 69.3 71.1 70.4
Table 4.6: Breakdown by property of binary classification F1 on SPR1. All new
results outperforming prior work (crf) in bold.
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results (Table 4.5) reveal substantial gains from the use of pretrained embeddings;
this is likely due to the comparatively small size of the SPR1 training data.
Experiment 1a: Multi-task Pretraining
We pretrained the BiLSTM encoder with two separate auxiliary tasks: French
Translation and PropBank Role Labeling. There are three settings: (1) Trans-
lation pretraining only (mt:spr1), (2) PropBank pretraining only (pb:spr1), and
(3) Translation pretraining followed by PropBank pretraining (mt:pb:spr1). In each
case, after pretraining, the SPRL decoder is trained end-to-end, as in Experiment 0
(on SPR1 data).
Experiment 1b: Multi-task Concurrent
One auxiliary task (Supersense or SPR2) is trained concurrently with SPR1
training. In one epoch of training, a training example is sampled at random (without
replacement) from either task until all training instances have been sampled. The loss
from the auxiliary task (which, in both cases, has more training instances than the
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The auxiliary task loss is further down-weighted by a hyperparameter λ ∈ {1, 10−1,
10−2, 10−3, 10−4} which is chosen based on dev results. We apply this training regime
with the auxiliary task of Supersense prediction (spr1+wsd) and the scalar SPR2
prediction task (spr1+spr2), described in Experiment 2.
Experiment 1c: Multi-task Combination
This setting is identical to Experiment 1b, but includes MT pretraining (the
best-performing pretraining setting on dev), as described in 1a. Accordingly, the two
experiments are mt:spr1+wsd and mt:spr1+spr2.
Experiment 1d: Property-Specific Model Selection
(ps-ms) Experiments 1a–1c consider a variety of pretraining tasks, co-training
tasks, and weight values, λ, in an effort to improve aggregate F1 for SPR1. However,
the SPR properties are diverse, and we expect to find gains by choosing training
settings on a property-specific basis. Here, for each property, we select from the set of
models considered in experiments 1a–1c the one that achieves the highest dev F1 for
the target property. We report the results of applying those property-specific models
to the test data.
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SPR property spr1s mt:spr1s spr2
instigation 0.835 0.858 0.590
volition 0.869 0.882 0.837
awareness 0.873 0.897 0.879
sentient 0.917 0.925 0.880
physically existed 0.820 0.834 -
existed before 0.696 0.710 0.616
existed during 0.666 0.673 0.358
existed after 0.612 0.619 0.478
created 0.540 0.549 -
destroyed 0.268 0.346 -
changed 0.619 0.592 -
changed state 0.616 0.604 0.352
changed possession 0.652 0.640 0.488
change of location 0.778 0.777 0.492
changed state continuous - - 0.373
was for benefit - - 0.578
stationary 0.705 0.711 -
location 0.627 0.619 -
physical contact 0.731 0.741 -
manipulated 0.715 0.737 -
was used - - 0.203
partitive - - 0.359
macro-avg pearson 0.697 0.706 0.534
Table 4.7: SPR1 and SPR2 as scalar prediction tasks. Pearson correlation between
predicted and gold values.
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spr1s 0.697 spr2 0.534
mt:spr1s 0.706 mt:spr2 0.521
pb:spr1s 0.685 pb:spr2 0.511
mt:pb:spr1s 0.675 mt:pb:spr2 0.508
Table 4.8: SPR1 and SPR2 as scalar prediction tasks. The overall performance
for each experimental setting is reported as the average Pearson correlation over all
properties. Highest SPR1 and SPR2 results are in bold.
Experiment 2: SPR as a scalar task
In Experiment 2, we trained the SPR decoder to predict properties as scalar
instead of binary values. Performance is measured by Pearson correlation and reported
in Tables 4.8 and 4.7. In this case, we treat SPR1 and SPR2 both as target tasks
(separately). By including SPR1 as a target task, we are able to compare (1) SPR as
a binary task and a scalar task, as well as (2) SPR1 and SPR2 as scalar tasks. These
results constitute the first reported numbers on SPR2.
We observe a few trends. First, it is generally the case that properties with high
F1 on the SPR1 binary task also have high Pearson correlation on the SPR1 scalar
task. The higher scoring properties in SPR1 scalar are also generally the higher
scoring properties in SPR2 (where the SPR1 and SPR2 properties overlap), with a
few notable exceptions, like instigation. Overall, correlation values are lower in
SPR2 than SPR1. This may be the case for a few reasons. (1) The underlying data
in SPR1 and SPR2 are quite different. The former consists of sentences from the
Wall Street Journal via PropBank (Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury, 2005a), while the
latter consists of sentences from the English Web Treebank (Bies et al., 2012) via
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the Universal Dependencies; (2) certain filters were applied in the construction of the
SPR1 dataset to remove instances where, e.g., predicates were embedded in a clause,
possibly resulting in an easier task; (3) SPR1 labels came from a single annotator
(after determining in pilot studies that annotations from this annotator correlated
well with other annotators), where SPR2 labels came from 24 different annotators
with scalar labels averaged over two-way redundancy.
Discussion
With SPR1 binary classification as the target task, we see overall improvements
from various multi-task training regimes (Experiments 1a-d, Tables 4.5 and 4.6), using
four different auxiliary tasks: machine translation into French, PropBank abstract role
prediction, word sense disambiguation (WordNet supersenses), and SPR2.19 These
auxiliary tasks exhibit a loose trade-off in terms of the quantity of available data
and the semantic relatedness of the task: MT is the least related task with the most
available (parallel) data, while SPR2 is the most related task with the smallest quantity
of data. While we hypothesized that the relatedness of PropBank role labeling and
word sense disambiguation tasks might lead to gains in SPR performance, we did not
see substantial gains in our experiments (pb:spr1, spr1+wsd). We did, however, see
improvements over the target-task only model (spr1) in the cases where we added
MT pretraining (mt:spr1) or SPR2 concurrent training (spr1+2). Interestingly,
19Note that in some cases we treat SPR2 as an auxiliary task, and in others, the target task.
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combining MT pretraining with SPR2 concurrent training yielded no further gains
(mt:spr1+2).
4.7 Conclusion
Inspired by: (1) the SPR decomposition of predicate-argument relations into
overlapping feature bundles and (2) the neo-Davidsonian formalism for variable-arity
predicates, we have proposed a straightforward extension to a BiLSTM classification
framework in which the states of pre-identified predicate and argument tokens are
pairwise concatenated and used as the target for SPR prediction. We have shown that
our Neural-Davidsonian model outperforms the prior state of the art in aggregate and
showed especially large gains for properties of changed-possession, stationary,
and location. Our architecture naturally supports discrete or continuous label
paradigms, lends itself to multi-task initialization or concurrent training, and allows
for parameter sharing across properties. We demonstrated this sharing may be useful
when some properties are only sparsely annotated in the training data, which is





A central function of natural language is to convey information about the properties
of events. Perhaps the most fundamental of these properties is factuality : whether
an event happened or not. In the context of Universal Decompositional Semantics
(UDS), we can conceive of factuality as an additional feature that characterizes an
event mentioned in text. Just as the proto-role properties introduced in Chapter 4
can be thought of as attributes of a participant in a particular event, factuality can
be thought of as a direct attribute of the event. As discussed in Chapter 3, event
factuality is a semantic attribute of events that we might like to convey in a Hobbsian
Logical Form event representation (e.g., with Hobbs’s Exist predicate on events), yet
this is information that cannot be directly read off of a sentence’s syntactic parse.
In this chapter, then, we are concerned with (1) the collection of semantic annota-
tions of factuality in natural language texts, and (2) the development of predictive
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factuality models as facilitated by the collection of this training data. Specifically,
we present two neural models for event factuality prediction, which yield significant
performance gains over previous models on three event factuality datasets: FactBank,
UW, and MEANTIME. We also present a substantial expansion of the It Happened
portion of the Universal Decompositional Semantics dataset (White et al., 2016a;
Rudinger, White, and Van Durme, 2018), yielding the largest event factuality dataset
to date.
5.1 Introduction
A natural language understanding system’s ability to accurately predict event
factuality is important for supporting downstream inferences that are based on those
events. For instance, if we aim to construct a knowledge base of events and their
participants, it is crucial that we know which events to include and which ones not to.
The event factuality prediction task (EFP) involves labeling event-denoting phrases
(or their heads) with the (non)factuality of the events denoted by those phrases (Sauŕı
and Pustejovsky, 2009; Sauŕı and Pustejovsky, 2012; Marneffe, Manning, and Potts,
2012). Figure 5.1 exemplifies such an annotation for the phrase headed by leave in
(1), which denotes a factual event (⊕=factual, ⊖=nonfactual).
(1) Jo failed to leave no trace. ⊕
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Figure 5.1: Event factuality (⊕=factual) and inside v. outside context for leave in
the dependency tree.
In this chapter, we present two neural models of event factuality (and several variants
thereof). We show that these models significantly outperform previous systems on
four existing event factuality datasets – FactBank (Sauŕı and Pustejovsky, 2009), the
UW dataset (Lee et al., 2015), MEANTIME (Minard et al., 2016), and Universal
Decompositional Semantics It Happened v1 (UDS-IH1; White et al., 2016b) – and
we demonstrate the efficacy of multi-task training and ensembling in this setting.
In addition, we collect and release an extension of the UDS-IH1 dataset, which we
refer to as UDS-IH2, to cover the entirety of the English Universal Dependencies v1.2
(EUD1.2) treebank (Nivre et al., 2015), thereby yielding the largest event factuality
dataset to date.1
We begin with theoretical motivation for the models we propose as well as discussion
of prior EFP datasets and systems (Section 5.2). We then describe our own extension
of the UDS-IH1 dataset (Section 5.3), followed by our neural models (Section 5.4).
1Data available at decomp.io.
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Using the data we collect, along with the existing datasets, we evaluate our models




Words from effectively every syntactic category can convey information about
the factuality of an event. For instance, negation (2-a), modal auxiliaries (2-b),
determiners (2-c), adverbs (2-d), verbs (2-e), adjectives (2-f), and nouns (2-g) can all
convey that a particular event – in the case of (2), a leaving event – did not happen.
(2) a. Jo didn’t leave.
b. Jo might leave.
c. Jo left no trace.
d. Jo never left.
e. Jo failed to leave.
f. Jo’s leaving was fake.
g. Jo’s leaving was a hallucination.
Further, such words can interact to yield non-trivial effects on factuality inferences:
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(3-a) conveys that the leaving didn’t happen, while the superficially similar (3-b) does
not.
(3) a. Jo didn’t remember to leave. ⊖
b. Jo didn’t remember leaving. ⊕
A main goal of many theoretical treatments of factuality is to explain why these sorts
of interactions occur and how to predict them. While are there is a vast literature on
this problem, here we focus on the broad kinds of interactions our models need to be
able to capture in order to correctly predict the factuality of an event denoted by a
particular predicate—namely, interactions between that predicate’s outside and inside
context, exemplified in Figure 5.1.
Outside context
Factuality information coming from the outside context is well-studied in the do-
main of clause-embedding predicates, which break into at least four categories: factives,
like know and love (Kiparsky and Kiparsky, 1970; Karttunen, 1971b; Hintikka, 1975);
implicatives, like manage and fail (Karttunen, 1971a; Karttunen, 2012; Karttunen,
2013; Karttunen et al., 2014), veridicals, like prove and verify (Egr, 2008; Spector and
Egr, 2015), and non-veridicals, like hope and want.
Consider the factive-implicative verb forget (Karttunen, 1971a; White, 2014).
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(4) a. Jo forgot that Bo left. ⊕
b. Jo forgot to leave. ⊖
(5) a. Jo didn’t forget that Bo left. ⊕
b. Jo didn’t forget to leave. ⊕
When a predicate directly embedded by forget is tensed, as in (4-a) and (5-a), we infer
that that predicate denotes a factual event, regardless of whether forget is negated.
In contrast, when a predicate directly embedded by forget is untensed, as in (4-b) and
(5-b), our inference is dependent on whether forget is negated. Thus, any model that
correctly predicts factuality will need to not only be able to represent the effect of
individual words in the outside context on factuality inferences, it will furthermore
need to represent their interaction.
Inside context
Knowledge of the inside context is important for integrating factuality information
coming from a predicate’s arguments—e.g. from determiners, like some and no.
(6) a. Some girl ate some dessert. ⊕
b. Some girl ate no dessert. ⊖
c. No girl ate no dessert. ⊕
In simple monoclausal sentences like those in (6), the number of arguments that
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contain a negative quantifier, like no, determine the factuality of the event denoted
by the verb. An even number (or zero) will yield a factuality inference and an odd
number will yield a nonfactuality inference. Thus, as for outside context, any model
that correctly predicts factuality will need to integrate interactions between words in
the inside context.
The (non)necessity of syntactic information
One question that arises in the context of inside and outside information is whether
syntactic information is strictly necessary for capturing the relevant interactions be-
tween the two. To what extent is linear precedence sufficient for accurately computing
factuality?
We address these questions using two bidirectional LSTMs—one that has a linear
chain topology and another that has a dependency tree topology. Both networks
capture context on either side of an event-denoting word, but each does it in a different
way, depending on its topology. We show below that, while both networks outperform
previous models that rely on deterministic rules and/or hand-engineered features, the
linear chain-structured network reliably outperforms the tree-structured network.
5.2.2 Event factuality datasets
Sauŕı and Pustejovsky (2009) present the FactBank corpus of event factuality
annotations, built on top of the TimeBank corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2006). These
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annotations (performed by trained annotators) are discrete, consisting of an epistemic
modal {certain, probable, possible} and a polarity {+,−}. In FactBank, factuality
judgments are with respect to a source; following recent work, here we consider only
judgments with respect to a single source: the author. The smaller MEANTIME
corpus (Minard et al., 2016) includes similar discrete factuality annotations. Marneffe,
Manning, and Potts (2012) re-annotate a portion of FactBank using crowd-sourced
ordinal judgments to capture pragmatic effects on readers’ factuality judgments.
Lee et al. (2015) construct an event factuality dataset – henceforth, UW – on
the TempEval-3 data (UzZaman et al., 2013) using crowdsourced annotations on a
[−3, 3] scale (certainly did not happen to certainly did), with over 13,000 predicates.
Adopting the [−3, 3] scale of Lee et al. (2015), Stanovsky et al. (2017) assemble a
Unified Factuality dataset, mapping the discrete annotations of both FactBank and
MEANTIME onto the UW scale. Each scalar annotation corresponds to a token
representing the event, and each sentence may have more than one annotated token.
The UDS-IH1 dataset (White et al., 2016b) consists of factuality annotations over
6,920 event tokens, obtained with another crowdsourcing protocol. We adopt this
protocol, described in Section 5.3, to collect roughly triple this number of annotations.
We train and evaluate our factuality prediction models on this new dataset, UDS-IH2,
as well as the unified versions of UW, FactBank, and MEANTIME.
Table 5.1 shows the number of annotated predicates in each split of each factuality
dataset used in this paper. Annotations relevant to event factuality and polarity
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Dataset Train Dev Test Total
FactBank 6636 2462 663 9761
MEANTIME 967 210 218 1395
UW 9422 3358 864 13644
UDS-IH2 22108 2642 2539 27289
Table 5.1: Number of annotated predicates.
appear in a number of other resources, including the Penn Discourse Treebank (Prasad
et al., 2008), MPQA Opinion Corpus (Wiebe and Riloff, 2005), the LU corpus of
author belief commitments (Diab et al., 2009), and the ACE and ERE formalisms.
Soni et al. (2014) annotate Twitter data for factuality.
5.2.3 Event factuality systems
Nairn, Condoravdi, and Karttunen (2006) propose a deterministic algorithm based
on hand-engineered lexical features for determining event factuality. They associate
certain clause-embedding verbs with implication signatures (Table 5.2), which are used
in a recursive polarity propagation algorithm. TruthTeller is also a recursive rule-based
system for factuality (“predicate truth”) prediction using implication signatures, as
well as other lexical- and dependency tree-based features (Lotan, Stern, and Dagan,
2013).
Several systems use supervised models trained over rule-based features. Diab et al.
(2009) and Prabhakaran, Rambow, and Diab (2010) use SVMs and CRFs over lexical
and dependency features for predicting author belief commitments, which they treat as
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a sequence tagging problem. Lee et al. (2015) train an SVM on lexical and dependency
path features for their factuality dataset. Sauŕı and Pustejovsky (2012) and Stanovsky
et al. (2017) train support vector models over the outputs of rule-based systems, the
latter with TruthTeller.
5.3 Data collection
Even the largest currently existing event factuality datasets are extremely small
from the perspective of related tasks, like natural language inference (NLI). Where
FactBank, UW, MEANTIME, and the original UDS-IH1 dataset have on the order of
30,000 labeled examples combined, standard NLI datasets, like the Stanford Natural
Language Inference (SNLI; (Bowman, Potts, and Manning 2015a)) dataset, have on
the order of 500,000.
To begin to remedy this situation, we collect an extension of the UDS-IH1 dataset.
The resulting UDS-IH2 dataset covers all predicates in EUD1.2. Beyond substantially
expanding the amount of publicly available event factuality annotations, another
major benefit is that EUD1.2 consists entirely of gold parses and has a variety of other
annotations built on top of it, making future multi-task modeling possible.
We use the protocol described by White et al. (2016b) to construct UDS-IH2. This
protocol involves four kinds of questions for a particular predicate candidate:
1. understandable: whether the sentence is understandable
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2. predicate: whether or not a particular word refers to an eventuality (event or
state)
3. happened: whether or not, according to the author, the event has already
happened or is currently happening
4. confidence: how confident the annotator is about their answer to happened
from 0-4
If an annotator answers no to either understandable or predicate, happened
and confidence do not appear.
The main differences between this protocol and the others discussed above are: (i)
instead of asking about annotator confidence, the other protocols ask the annotator
to judge either source confidence or likelihood; and (ii) factuality and confidence are
separated into two questions. We choose to retain White et al.’s protocol to maintain
consistency with the portions of EUD1.2 that were already annotated in UDS-IH1.
Annotators
We recruited 32 unique annotators through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to annotate
20,580 total predicates in groups of 10. Each predicate was annotated by two distinct
annotators. Including UDS-IH1, this brings the total number of annotated predicates
to 27,289.
Raw inter-annotator agreement for the happened question was 0.84 (Cohen’s
κ=0.66) among the predicates annotated only for UDS-IH2. This compares to the
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Figure 5.2: Relative frequency of factuality ratings in training and development sets.
raw agreement score of 0.82 reported by White et al. (2016b) for UDS-IH1.
To improve the overall quality of the annotations, we filter annotations from
annotators that display particularly low agreement with other annotators on happened
and confidence.
Pre-processing
To compare model results on UDS-IH2 to those found in the unified datasets of
Stanovsky et al. (2017), we map the happened and confidence ratings to a single
factuality value in [-3,3] by first taking the mean confidence rating for each predi-
cate and mapping factuality to 3
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Response distribution
Figure 5.2 plots the distribution of factuality ratings in the train and dev splits for
UDS-IH2, alongside those of FactBank, UW, and MEANTIME. One striking feature
of these distributions is that UDS-IH2 displays a much more entropic distribution
than the other datasets. This may be due to the fact that, unlike the newswire-heavy
corpora that the other datasets annotate, EUD1.2 contains text from genres – weblogs,
newsgroups, email, reviews, and question-answers – that tend to involve less reporting
of raw facts. One consequence of this more entropic distribution is that, unlike the
datasets discussed above, it is much harder for systems that always guess 3 – i.e.
factual with high confidence/likelihood – to perform well.
5.4 Models
We consider two neural models of factuality: a stacked bidirectional linear chain
LSTM (§5.4.1) and a stacked bidirectional child-sum dependency tree LSTM (§5.4.2).
To predict the factuality vt for the event referred to by a word wt, we use the hidden
state at t from the final layer of the stack as the input to a two-layer regression model
(§5.4.3).
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5.4.1 Stacked bidirectional linear LSTM
We use a standard stacked bidirectional linear chain LSTM (stacked L-biLSTM),
which extends the unidirectional linear chain LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997b) by adding the notion of a layer l ∈ {1, . . . , L} and a direction d ∈ {→,←}



























































































where ◦ is the Hadamard product; prev→(t) = t − 1 and prev←(t) = t + 1, and
x
(l,d)






t ] otherwise. We set g to the pointwise
nonlinearity tanh.
5.4.2 Stacked bidirectional tree LSTM
We use a stacked bidirectional extension to the child-sum dependency tree LSTM
(T-LSTM; Tai, Socher, and Manning, 2015), which is itself an extension of a standard
unidirectional linear chain LSTM (L-LSTM). One way to view the difference between
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the L-LSTM and the T-LSTM is that the T-LSTM redefines prev→(t) to return the
set of indices that correspond to the children of wt in some dependency tree. Because
the cardinality of these sets varies with t, it is necessary to specify how multiple
children are combined. The basic idea, which we make explicit in the equations for
our extension, is to define ftk for each child index k ∈ prev→(t) in a way analogous to
the equations in §5.4.1 – i.e. as though each child were the only child – and then sum
across k within the equations for it, ot, ĉt, ct, and ht.
Our stacked bidirectional extension (stacked T-biLSTM) is a minimal extension to
the T-LSTM in the sense that we merely define the downward computation in terms
of a prev←(t) that returns the set of indices that correspond to the parents of wt in
some dependency tree (cf. (Miwa and Bansal 2016), who propose a similar, but less
minimal, model for relation extraction). The same method for combining children in
the upward computation can then be used for combining parents in the downward
computation. This yields a minimal change to the stacked L-biLSTM equations.
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We use a ReLU pointwise nonlinearity for g. These minimal changes allow us to






An important thing to note here is that – in contrast to other dependency tree-
structured T-LSTMs (Socher et al., 2014; Iyyer et al., 2014) – this T-biLSTM definition
does not use the dependency labels in any way. Such labels could be straightforwardly
incorporated to determine which parameters are used in a particular cell, but for
current purposes, we retain the simpler structure (i) to more directly compare the L-
and T-biLSTMs and (ii) because a model that uses dependency labels substantially
increases the number of trainable parameters, relative to the size of our datasets.
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5.4.3 Regression model
To predict the factuality vt for the event referred to by a word wt, we use the
















where v̂t is passed to a loss function L(v̂t, vt): in this case, smooth L1 – i.e. Huber
loss with δ = 1. This loss function is effectively a smooth variant of the hinge loss
used by Lee et al. (2015) and Stanovsky et al. (2017).
We also consider a simple ensemble method, wherein the hidden states from the
final layers of both the stacked L-biLSTM and the stacked T-biLSTM are concatenated
and passed through the same two-layer regression model. We refer to this as the
H(ybrid)-biLSTM.2
2See Miwa and Bansal (2016) and Bowman et al. (2016) for alternative ways of hybridizing linear
and tree LSTMs for semantic tasks. We use the current method since it allows us to make minimal
changes to the architectures of each model, which in turn allows us to assess the two models’ ability
to capture different aspects of factuality.
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5.5 Experiments
Implementation
We implement both the L-biLSTM and T-biLSTM models using pytorch 0.2.0.
The L-biLSTM model uses the stock implementation of the stacked bidirectional
linear chain LSTM found in pytorch, and the T-biLSTM model uses a custom
implementation, which we make available at decomp.net.
Word embeddings
We use the 300-dimensional GloVe 42B uncased word embeddings (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning, 2014) with an UNK embedding whose dimensions are sampled
iid from a Uniform[-1,1]. We do not tune these embeddings during training.
Hidden state sizes
We set the dimension of the hidden states h
(l,d)
t and cell states c
(l,d)
t to 300 for all
layers of the stacked L- and stacked T-biLSTMs – the same size as the input word
embeddings. This means that the input to the regression model is 600-dimensional,
for the stacked L- and T-biLSTMs, and 1200-dimensional, for the stacked H-biLSTM.
For the hidden layer of the regression component, we set the dimension to half the
size of the input hidden state: 300, for the stacked L- and T-biLSTMs, and 600, for
the stacked H-biLSTM.
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Bidirectional layers
We consider stacked L-, T-, and H-biLSTMs with either one or two layers. In
preliminary experiments, we found that networks with three layers badly overfit the
training data.
Dependency parses
For the T- and H-biLSTMs, we use the gold dependency parses provided in EUD1.2
when training and testing on UDS-IH2. On FactBank, MEANTIME, and UW, we
follow Stanovsky et al. (2017) in using the automatic dependency parses generated by
the parser in spaCy (Honnibal and Johnson, 2015).3
Lexical features
Recent work on neural models in the closely related domain of genericity/habituality
prediction suggests that inclusion of hand-annotated lexical features can improve
classification performance (Becker et al., 2017). To assess whether similar performance
gains can be obtained here, we experiment with lexical features for simple factive and
implicative verbs (Kiparsky and Kiparsky, 1970; Karttunen, 1971a). When in use,
these features are concatenated to the network’s input word embeddings so that, in
principle, they may interact with one another and inform other hidden states in the
biLSTM, akin to how verbal implicatives and factives are observed to influence the
3In rebuilding the Unified Factuality dataset (Stanovsky et al., 2017), we found that sentence
splitting was potentially sensitive to the version of spaCy used. We used v1.9.0.
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Verb Signature Type Example
know +|+ fact. Jo knew that Bo ate.
manage +|− impl. Jo managed to go.
neglect −|+ impl. Jo neglected to call Bo.
hesitate ◦|+ impl. Jo didn’t hesitate to go.
attempt ◦|− impl. Jo didn’t attempt to go.
Table 5.2: Implication signature features from Nairn, Condoravdi, and Karttunen
(2006). As an example, a signature of −|+ indicates negative implication under
positive polarity (left side) and positive implication under negative polarity (right
side); ◦ indicates neither positive nor negative implication.
factuality of their complements. The hidden state size is increased to match the input
embedding size. We consider two types:
Signature features We compute binary features based on a curated list of 92
simple implicative and 95 factive verbs including their their type-level “implication
signatures,” as compiled by Nairn, Condoravdi, and Karttunen (2006).4 These
signatures characterize the implicative or factive behavior of a verb with respect to its
complement clause, how this behavior changes (or does not change) under negation,
and how it composes with other such verbs under nested recursion. We create one
indicator feature for each signature type. Examples of these signature features are
presented in Table 5.2.
Mined features Using a simplified set of pattern matching rules over Common
Crawl data (Buck, Heafield, and Ooyen, 2014), we follow the insights of Pavlick and
Callison-Burch (2016) – henceforth, PC – and use corpus mining to automatically score
verbs for implicativeness. The insight of PC lies in Karttunen’s (1971) observation
4http://web.stanford.edu/group/csli_lnr/Lexical_Resources
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dare to 1.00 intend to 0.83
bother to 1.00 want to 0.77
happen to 0.99 decide to 0.75
forget to 0.99 promise to 0.75
manage to 0.97 agree to 0.35
try to 0.96 plan to 0.20
get to 0.90 hope to 0.05
venture to 0.85
Table 5.3: Implicative (bold) and non-implicative (not bold) verbs from Karttunen
(1971a) are nearly separable by our tense agreement scores, replicating the results of
PC.
that “the main sentence containing an implicative predicate and the complement
sentence necessarily agree in tense.”
Accordingly, PC devise a tense agreement score – effectively, the ratio of times an
embedding predicate’s tense matches the tense of the predicate it embeds – to predict
implicativeness in English verbs. Their scoring method involves the use of fine-grained
POS tags, the Stanford Temporal Tagger (Chang and Manning, 2012), and a number
of heuristic rules, which resulted in a confirmation that tense agreement statistics are
predictive of implicativeness, illustrated in part by observing a near perfect separation
of a list of implicative and non-implicative verbs from Karttunen (1971a).
We replicate this finding by employing a simplified pattern matching method
over 3B sentences of raw Common Crawl text. We efficiently search for instances
of any pattern of the form: I $VERB to * $TIME, where $VERB and $TIME are pre-
instantiated variables so their corresponding tenses are known, and ‘*’ matches any one
to three whitespace-separated tokens at runtime (not pre-instantiated). To instantiate
$VERB, we use a list of 1K clause-embedding verbs compiled by (White and Rawlins,
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Past Tense Phrases earlier today, yesterday, last week, last month, last year
Future Tense Phrases later today, tomorrow, next week, next month, next year
Table 5.4: All temporal phrases used to instantiate the $TIME variable for mining
implicative verb features.
2016) as well as the python package pattern-en to conjugate each verb in past,
present progressive, and future tenses; all conjugations are first-person singular. $TIME
is instantiated with each of five past tense phrases (“yesterday,” “last week,” etc.)
and five corresponding future tense phrases (“tomorrow,” “next week,” etc); the full
list of temporal phrases is reported in Table 5.4. Our results in Table 5.3 are a close
replication of PC’s findings. Prior work such as by PC is motivated in part by the
potential for corpus-linguistic findings to be used as fodder in downstream predictive
tasks: we include these agreement scores as potential input features to our networks
to test whether contemporary models do in fact benefit from this information.
Training
For all experiments, we use stochastic gradient descent to train the LSTM parame-
ters and regression parameters end-to-end with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015), using the default learning rate in pytorch (1e-3). We consider five training
regimes:5
1. single-task specific (-S) Train a separate instance of the network for each
5Multi-task can have subtly different meanings in the NLP community; following terminology from
Mou et al. (2016), our use is best described as “semantically equivalent transfer” with simultaneous
(MULT) network training.
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dataset, training only on that dataset.
2. single-task general (-G) Train one instance of the network on the simple
concatenation of all unified factuality datasets, {FactBank, UW, MEANTIME}.
3. multi-task simple (-MultiSimp) Same as single-task general, except
the network maintains a distinct set of regression parameters for each dataset;
all other parameters (LSTM) remain tied. “w/UDS-IH2” is specified if UDS-IH2
is included in training.
4. multi-task balanced (-MultiBal) Same as multi-task simple but up-
sampling examples from the smaller datasets to ensure that examples from those
datasets are seen at the same rate.
5. multi-task focused (-MultiFoc) Same as multi-task simple but upsam-
pling examples from a particular target dataset to ensure that examples from
that dataset are seen 50% of the time and examples from the other datasets are
seen 50% (evenly distributed across the other datasets).
Calibration
Post-training, network predictions are monotonically re-adjusted to a specific
dataset using isotonic regression (fit on train split only).
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Evaluation
Following Lee et al. (2015) and Stanovsky et al. (2017), we report two evaluation
measures: mean absolute error (MAE) and Pearson correlation (r). We would like
to note, however, that we believe correlation to be a better indicator of performance
for two reasons: (i) for datasets with a high degree of label imbalance (Figure 5.2), a
baseline that always guesses the mean or mode label can be difficult to beat in terms
of MAE but not correlation, and (ii) MAE is harder to meaningfully compare across
datasets with different label mean and variance.
Development
Under all regimes, we train the model for 20 epochs – by which time all models
appear to converge. We save the parameter values after the completion of each epoch
and then score each set of saved parameter values on the development set for each
dataset. The set of parameter values that performed best on the development set in
terms of Pearson correlation for a particular dataset were then used to score the test
set for that dataset.
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5.6 Results
Table 5.5 reports the results for all of the 2-layer L-, T-, and H-biLSTMs.6 The
best-performing system for each dataset and metric are highlighted in purple, and
when the best-performing system for a particular dataset was a 1-layer model, that
system is included in Table 5.5. The full set of results for all 1-layer and 2-layer models
for both development and test splits can be found in Table 5.11 at the end of this
chapter.
New state of the art
For each dataset and metric, with the exception of MAE on UW, we achieve state
of the art results with multiple systems. The highest-performing system for each is
reported in Table 5.5. Our results on UDS-IH2 are the first reported numbers for this
new factuality resource.
Linear v. tree topology
On its own, the biLSTM with linear topology (L-biLSTM) performs consistently
better than the biLSTM with tree topology (T-biLSTM). However, the hybrid topology
(H-biLSTM), consisting of both a L- and T-biLSTM is the top-performing system on
UW for correlation (Table 5.5). This suggests that the T-biLSTM may be contributing
6Full results are reported in Table 5.11. Note that the 2-layer networks do not strictly dominate
the 1-layer networks in terms of MAE and correlation.
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Mean
Relation Label L-biLSTM T-biLSTM #
root 1.07 1.03 0.96 949
conj 0.37 0.44 0.46 316
advcl 0.46 0.53 0.45 303
xcomp -0.42 -0.57 -0.49 234
acl:relcl 1.28 1.40 1.31 193
ccomp 0.11 0.31 0.34 191
acl 0.77 0.59 0.58 159
parataxis 0.44 0.63 0.79 127
amod 1.92 1.88 1.81 76
csubj 0.36 0.38 0.27 37
Table 5.6: Mean predictions for linear (L-biLSTM-S(2)) and tree models (T-biLSTM-
S(2)) on UDS-IH2-dev, grouped by governing dependency relation. Only the 10 most
frequent governing dependency relations in UDS-IH2-dev are shown.
something complementary to the L-biLSTM.
Evidence of this complementarity can be seen in Table 5.6, which contains a
breakdown of system performance by governing dependency relation, for both linear
and tree models, on UDS-IH2-dev. In most cases, the L-biLSTM’s mean prediction is
closer to the true mean. This appears to arise in part because the T-biLSTM is less
confident in its predictions – i.e. its mean prediction tends to be closer to 0. This
results in the L-biLSTM being too confident in certain cases – e.g. in the case of the
xcomp governing relation, where the T-biLSTM mean prediction is closer to the true
mean.
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Lexical features have minimal impact
Adding all lexical features (both signature and mined) yields mixed results.
We see slight improvements on UW, while performance on the other datasets mostly
declines (compare with single-task specific). Factuality prediction is precisely
the kind of NLP task one would expect these types of features to assist with, so it is
notable that, in our experiments, they do not.
Multi-task helps
Though our methods achieve state of the art in the single-task setting, the best
performing systems are mostly multi-task (Table 5.5 and 5.11). This is an ideal
setting for multi-task training: each dataset is relatively small, and their labels capture
closely-related (if not identical) linguistic phenomena. UDS-IH2, the largest by a
factor of two, reaps the smallest gains from multi-task.
5.7 Analysis
As discussed in Section 5.2, many discrete linguistic phenomena interact with event
factuality. Here we provide a brief analysis of some of those interactions, both as
they manifest in the UDS-IH2 dataset, as well as in the behavior of our models. This
analysis employs the gold dependency parses present in EUD1.2.
Table 5.7 illustrates the influence of modals and negation on the factuality of the
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Mean Linear Tree
Modal Negated Label MAE MAE #
none no 1.00 0.93 1.03 2244
none yes -0.19 1.40 1.69 98
may no -0.38 1.00 0.99 14
would no -0.61 0.85 0.99 39
ca(n’t) yes -0.72 1.28 1.55 11
can yes -0.75 0.99 0.86 6
(wi)’ll no -0.94 1.47 1.14 8
could no -1.03 0.97 1.32 20
can no -1.25 1.02 1.21 73
might no -1.25 0.66 1.06 6
would yes -1.27 0.40 0.86 5
should no -1.31 1.20 1.01 22
will no -1.88 0.75 0.86 75
Table 5.7: Mean gold labels, counts, and MAE for L-biLSTM(2)-S and T-biLSTM(2)-S
model predictions on UDS-IH2-dev, grouped by modals and negation.
events they have direct scope over. The context with the highest factuality on average
is no direct modal and no negation (first row); all other modal contexts have varying
degrees of negative mean factuality scores, with will as the most negative. This is
likely a result of UDS-IH2 annotation instructions to mark future events as not having
happened.
Table 5.8 shows results from a manual error analysis on 50 events from UDS-IH2-
dev with highest absolute prediction error (using H-biLSTM(2)-MultiSim w/UDS-
IH2). Grammatical errors (such as run-on sentences) in the underlying text of UDS-
IH2 appear to pose a particular challenge for these models; informal language and
grammatical errors in UDS-IH2 is a substantial distinction from the other factuality
datasets used here.
In Section 5.6 we observe that the linguistically-motivated lexical features that we
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Attribute #
Grammatical error present, incl. run-ons 16
Is an auxiliary or light verb 14
Annotation is incorrect 13
Future event 12
Is a question 5
Is an imperative 3
Is not an event or state 2
One or more of the above 43
Table 5.8: Notable attributes of 50 instances from UDS-IH2-dev with highest absolute
prediction error (using H-biLSTM(2)-MultiSim w/UDS-IH2).
manage to 2.78 agree to -1.00
happen to 2.34 forget to -1.18
dare to 1.50 want to -1.48
bother to 1.50 intend to -2.02
decide to 0.10 promise to -2.34
get to -0.23 plan to -2.42
try to -0.24 hope to -2.49
Table 5.9: UDS-IH2-train: Infinitival-taking verbs sorted by the mean annotation
scores of their complements (xcomp), with direct negation filtered out. Implicatives
are in bold.
test (+lexfeats) do not have a big impact on overall performance. Tables 5.9 and 5.10
help nuance this observation.
Table 5.9 shows that we can achieve similar separation between implicatives and
non-implicatives as the feature mining strategy presented in Section 5.5. That is,
those features may be redundant with information already learnable from factuality
datasets (UDS-IH2). Despite the underperformance of these features overall, Table
5.10 shows that they may still improve performance in the subset of instances where
they appear.
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Verb L-biLSTM(2)-S +lexfeats #
decide to 3.28 2.66 2
forget to 0.67 0.48 2
get to 1.55 1.43 9
hope to 1.35 1.23 5
intend to 1.18 0.61 1
promise to 0.40 0.49 1
try to 1.14 1.42 12
want to 1.22 1.17 24
Table 5.10: MAE of L-biLSTM(2)-S and L-biLSTM(2)-S+lexfeats, for predictions on
events in UDS-IH2-dev that are xcomp-governed by an infinitival-taking verb.
5.8 Conclusion
We have proposed two neural models of event factuality prediction – a bidirectional
linear-chain LSTM (L-biLSTM) and a bidirectional child-sum dependency tree LSTM
(T-biLSTM) – which yield substantial gains over previous models based on deterministic
rules and hand-engineered features. We found that both models yield such gains,
though the L-biLSTM outperforms the T-biLSTM; for some datasets, an ensemble of
the two (H-biLSTM) improves over either alone.
We have also extended the UDS-IH1 dataset, yielding the largest publicly-available
factuality dataset to date: UDS-IH2. In experiments, we see substantial gains from
multi-task training over the three factuality datasets unified by Stanovsky et al. (2017),
as well as UDS-IH2. Future work will further probe the behavior of these models, or
extend them to learn other aspects of event semantics.
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Background and Overview, Part II
In Part I of this thesis, we investigated the relative expressivity of event represen-
tations based on dependency syntax versus decompositional semantic features, and
introduced robust parsing models for the latter representation. Those representations
express individual events, and their corresponding parsers operate at the level of
a single sentence. Now in Part II of this thesis, we turn to the topic of modeling
sequences of events. In particular, we are concerned with the task of script induction,
or the acquisition of knowledge about common sequences of events that occur in the
world based on large collections of text documents. The models presented herein oper-
ate on linguistic contexts broader than an individual sentence, specifically discursive
documents like narrative blog entries, news articles, and (segments of) novels.
The structure of Part II of this thesis is as follows: This chapter provides a
background on relevant prior and contemporary work on statistical script learning. In
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Chapter 7, we present work on applying existing count-based statistical script induction
methods to learn one famous example of a script, the canonical “Restaurant Script”
(Schank and Abelson, 1977), from a domain-specific corpus of weblog restaurant
narratives (Rudinger et al., 2015a). In Chapter 8, we present benchmark results for
several existing count-based script learning methods, and demonstrate that a simple
neural language model, the log-bilinear model (LBL), is able to outperform these prior
count-based methods under a narrative cloze evaluation (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008). The script induction methods explored in Chapters 7 and 8 employ semantically
shallow event representations based on dependency syntax relations, following the work
of Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), inter alia. Making use of the models that target
decompositional semantic features that were introduced in Part I (Chapters 4 and 5),
Chapter 9 introduces a reformulation of the script induction task that employs this
richer decompositional event representation; the chapter also introduces an adaptation
of a neural machine translation (sequence-to-sequence) model with source factors for
capturing the multi-attribute structure of the decompositional event representation.
Chapter 10 concludes Part II with a discussion of the relationship between the tasks of
script induction and simple language modeling, and introduces a potential direction for
addressing the concern that these tasks (as formulated) are equivalent that combines
unsupervised language modeling with post-hoc human supervision.
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6.1 Related Work on Script Induction
A well-known theory from the intersection of psychology and artificial intelligence
suggests that humans organize certain kinds of general knowledge in the form of
scripts, or common sequences of events (Schank and Abelson, 1977). Similar to other
contemporary knowledge representations in artificial intelligence, like frames (Minsky,
1974; Fillmore, 2006), scripts were posited to be an integral component of systems for
story understanding or general language understanding.
A now-famous example from Schank and Abelson’s work is the so-called “restaurant
script,” consisting of a sequence of events that characterize the stereotyped situation
of eating in a restaurant: arrive at the restaurant, get seated at a table, server brings
the menu, place meal orders, wait for food to arrive, and so forth. Knowledge of this
particular expected sequence of events at a restaurant, then, would enable an AI
system to understand and fill in the implicit events in any narrative that invokes the
restaurant script.
Though Schank and Abelson’s work involved encoding these scripts for language
understanding systems by hand, manual construction of scripts has not proven to be
a scalable approach. Following the development of association rule mining techniques
in the 1990s and 2000s, related co-occurrence and mutual information-based methods
were applied to text corpora to learn, e.g., word associations (Church and Hanks, 1990)
and inference rules (Lin and Pantel, 2001; Chklovski and Pantel, 2004); subsequently,
these methods were applied for the purpose of automatically learning Schank-style
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script structures at scale, a task broadly known as script induction.
One influential line of research in this area of script induction is by Chambers
and Jurafsky (2008), who introduce the task of learning narrative chains. As defined
by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), a narrative chain is “a partially ordered set of
narrative events that share a common actor,” where a narrative event is “a tuple of
an event (most simply a verb) and its participants, represented as typed [syntactic]
dependencies.” To learn narrative chains from text, Chambers and Jurafsky extract
chains of narrative events linked by a common coreferent within a document. For
example, the sentence “John drove to the store where he bought some ice cream.” would
generate two narrative events corresponding to the protagonist John: (drive, nsubj)
followed by (buy, nsubj). Over these extracted chains of narrative events, pointwise
mutual information (PMI) is computed between all pairs of events. These PMI scores
are then used to predict missing events from such chains, i.e. the narrative cloze
evaluation. It is this formulation of the task of script induction that the work presented
in the following chapters directly follows from.
A number of related works extend or improve upon Chambers and Jurafsky’s
original narrative chains work. In follow-up work, Chambers and Jurafsky (2009)
extend narrative events to fill their roles with clusters of nouns that represent partici-
pants rather than just a governing syntactic dependency. Jans et al. (2012) evaluate
different counting and ranking methods for evaluating narrative chain models under
the narrative cloze test. Balasubramanian et al. (2013) and Pichotta and Mooney
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(2014) extend the narrative event representation by jointly modeling multiple par-
ticipant slots in a single event. Modi and Titov (2014) train a neural model that
composes distributional event and participant representations for an event ordering
task. Rudinger et al. (2015a) apply the methods introduced by Chambers and Jurafsky
(2009) and Jans et al. (2012) to a corpus of restaurant narratives in order to learn
Schank and Abelson’s canonical “restaurant script” and demonstrate specific scripts
may be targeted with these unsupervised methods by selecting a domain-specific
(sub-)corpus; this is the subject of Chapter 7. Rudinger et al. (2015b) demonstrate
that a simple neural language model (the log-bilinear model of Mnih and Hinton
(2008)) outperform all prior count-based methods on the narrative cloze task, and
pose the question of whether the evaluation is equivalent to a language modeling
task; this is the subject of Chapters 8 and 10 of this thesis. Similarly, Pichotta and
Mooney (2016a) demonstrate the efficacy of training long short-term memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997b) models (a type of recurrent neural network) to
learn narrative chains and generate multi-word held-out events in a narrative cloze
evaluation. (Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016) introduce a multiple-choice version
of the narrative cloze test, and Simonson and Davis (2016) analyze the distribution of
narrative chain types across documents with different topics. Li, Ding, and Liu (2018)
introduce a graph-based model, the narrative event evolutionary graph, for predicting
the next event in a document.
Many related works also pursue script induction objectives but under different
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formulations of the task than Chambers and Jurafsky’s narrative chains formulation.
A close predecessor to this line of work, Fujiki, Nanba, and Okumura (2003) measure co-
occurrence statistics of events in the first paragraphs of Japanese news articles to learn
representative script event pairs. For the purposes of developing story understanding
systems, Manshadi, Swanson, and Gordon (2008) train language models to recognize
in-order and out-of-order event sequences, as well as predict upcoming events in a
sequence; however, this work does not consider coreference between event participants,
instead extracting one main event per sentence. Ferraro and Van Durme (2016)
introduce a Bayesian method for the joint induction of frames (Fillmore, 1976; Minsky,
1974) and scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977) over a corpus of news articles. Relatedly,
Cheung, Poon, and Vanderwende (2013) introduce a probabilistic model of frames,
events, and participants as latent topics in text. Generative models of scripts and
schemas are also developed by Orr et al. (2014) and Chambers (2013).
A number of approaches have also made use of crowd-sourcing techniques to
compile script knowledge or datasets that test this knowledge. Regneri, Koller, and
Pinkal (2010) directly elicit event sequence descriptions (ESDs) from crowd-source
workers, script-like structures that they attempt to align with a multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) algorithm. Ostermann et al. (2018) use crowdsourcing to compile a
dataset of short texts with multiple choice reading comprehension questions designed
to target common-sense script knowledge. Similarly, Mostafazadeh et al. (2016) have
crowdsource workers write every-day narrative stories in order to generate a common-
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sense story cloze task. Using the event sequence descriptions generated by Regneri,
Koller, and Pinkal (2010), Frermann, Titov, and Pinkal (2014) attempt to learn a
hierarchical Bayesian model of these script structures; Weber et al. (2018) and Bisk





Prior work on statistical script induction (discussed in the previous chapter) has
typically focused on open-domain approaches, in which a large number of scripts may
be learned, but the acquisition of any particular set of scripts is not guaranteed. For
many specialized applications, however, knowledge of a few relevant scripts may be
more useful than knowledge of many irrelevant scripts. With this scenario in mind,
we attempt to learn the famous “restaurant script” (Schank and Abelson, 1977) by
applying the narrative chain learning methods of Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) to a
specialized corpus of dinner narratives we compile from the website “Dinners from
Hell.” We evaluate this method with the narrative cloze test (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008). Our results suggest that applying these techniques to a domain-specific dataset
may be reasonable way to learn domain-specific scripts.
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7.1 Related Work
Here we briefly compare previous work relevant to the work on domain-specific
script induction presented in this chapter; a more general presentation of related work
on script induction may be found in the previous chapter.
While work on the unsupervised acquisition of narrative schemas (Chambers
and Jurafsky (2008), inter alia) does not specify in advance which scripts are to be
acquired, a number of supervised methods do. Regneri, Koller, and Pinkal (2010)
attempt to learn the structure of specific scripts by eliciting from humans an English
description of the script in question as a sequence of events. Similarly, projects like
the Open Mind Indoor Common Sense (OMICS) effort (Gupta et al., 2004) compile
script-like descriptions from human annotators over the web targeted at particular
indoor activities (like answering the door bell) for robot learning. Although Regneri,
Koller, and Pinkal (2010) and Gupta et al. (2004), like us, are concerned with learning
pre-specified scripts, our approach is different in that we apply unsupervised techniques
to scenario-specific collections of natural, pre-existing texts.
Note that while the applicability of our approach to script learning may appear
limited to domains for which a corpus conveniently already exists, previous work
demonstrates the feasibility of assembling such a corpus by automatically retrieving
relevant documents from a larger collection. For example, Chambers and Jurafsky
(2011) use information retrieval techniques to gather a small number of bombing-
related documents from the Gigaword corpus, which they successfully use to learn a
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MUC-style (Sundheim, 1991) information extraction template for bombing events.
7.1.1 Narrative Chains
Following the definitions of Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), a narrative chain
is “a partially ordered set of narrative events that share a common actor,” where a
narrative event is “a tuple of an event (most simply a verb) and its participants,
represented as typed dependencies.” (De Marneffe, MacCartney, and Manning, 2006)
Formally, e := (v, d), where e is a narrative event, v is a verb lemma, and d is the
syntactic dependency (nsubj or dobj ) between v and the protagonist. As an example,
consider the following narrative:
Pat studied for the exam and aced it. His teacher congratulated him.
With Pat as protagonist, we have a sequence of three narrative events: (study, nsubj),
(ace, nsubj), and (congratulate, dobj). Note that under this formulation of a narrative
event, the role filled by the protagonist is defined purely by syntax. The work in
this chapter uses this exact syntactic formulation; in Chapter 9 we will replace this
syntactic representation with a decompositional semantic representation.
In the narrative cloze test, proposed by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), a
sequence of narrative events (like the example provided here) is extracted automatically
from a document, and one narrative event is removed; the task is to predict the missing
event.
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The basic method proposed by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) to learn to predict
narrative events within a narrative chain involves learning association scores between
pairs of narrative events based on their co-occurrence statistics over a large number of
automatically extracted narrative chains, specifically pointwise mutual information
(PMI). These PMI scores are used to build discrete chains or clusters of narrative
events, as well as to rank candidate events in the narrative cloze test. Several follow-up
papers introduce variations and improvements on this original model for learning
narrative chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009; Jans et al., 2012; Pichotta and
Mooney, 2014). It is from this line of work that we borrow techniques to apply to our
domain-specific “Dinners from Hell” dataset.
Jans et al. (2012) expand on Chambers and Jurafsky (2009), introducing an
ordered PMI model, a bigram probability model, skip n-gram counting methods,
coreference chain selection, and an alternative scoring metric (recall at 50). Their
bigram probability model outperforms the original PMI model on the narrative cloze
task under many conditions. Pichotta and Mooney (2014) introduce an extended
notion of narrative event that includes information about subjects and objects. They
also introduce a competitive “unigram model” as a baseline for the narrative cloze
task.
To learn the restaurant script from our dataset, we implement the models of
Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) and Jans et al. (2012), as well as the unigram baseline
of Pichotta and Mooney (2014). To evaluate our success in learning the restaurant
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script, we perform a modified version of the narrative cloze task, predicting only
verbs that we annotate as “restaurant script-relevant” and comparing the performance
of each model. Note that these “script-relevant” annotations are not used during
training.
7.2 Models
This section provides an overview of each of the different methods and parameter
settings we employ to learn narrative chains from the Dinners from Hell corpus,
starting with the original model (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) and extending to the
modifications of Jans et al. (2012). As part of these experiments, we have developed
and released a program called NaChos, our integrated Python implementation of each
of the methods for learning narrative chains described in this section.1
We evaluate each of these models with the narrative cloze test. In a single narrative
cloze test, a sequence of narrative events, (e1, · · · , eL), with an insertion point, k, for
the missing event is provided. Given a fixed vocabulary of narrative events, V, a
candidate sequence is generated for each vocabulary item by inserting that item into
the sequence at index k. Each model generates a score for the candidate sequences,
yielding a ranking over the vocabulary items. The rank assigned to the actual missing
vocabulary item is the score the model receives on that cloze test. In this case, we set
V to include all narrative events, e, that occur at least ten times in training, yielding
1https://github.com/rudinger/nachos
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a vocabulary size of 12,452. All out-of-vocabulary events are converted to (and scored
as) the symbol unk.
7.2.1 Count-based Methods
Unigram Baseline (uni)
A simple but strong baseline introduced by Pichotta and Mooney (2014) for this
task is the unigram model: candidates are ranked by their observed frequency in
training, without regard to context.
Unordered PMI (uop)
The original model for this task, proposed by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), is
based on the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between events.




Here, C(e1, e2) is the number of times e1 and e2 occur in the same narrative event
sequence, i.e., the number of times they “had a coreferring entity filling the values
of [their] dependencies,” and the ordering of e1 and e2 is not considered. In our
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This model selects the best candidate event in a given cloze test according to the
following score:





We tune this model with an option to apply a modified version of discounting for PMI
from Pantel and Ravichandran (2004).
Ordered PMI (op)
This model is a slight variation on Unordered PMI introduced by Jans et al. (2012).
The only distinction is that C(e1, e2) is treated as an asymmetric count, sensitive to
the order in which e1 and e2 occur within a chain.
Bigram Probability (bg)
Another variant introduced by Jans et al. (2012), the “bigram probability” model
uses conditional probabilities rather than PMI to compute scores. In a cloze test, this
model selects the following event:








where p(e2|e1) = C(e1,e2)C(e1,∗) and C(e1, e2) is asymmetric. We tune this model with an
option to perform absolute discounting. Note that this model is not a bigram model
in the typical language modeling sense.
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We implement the following counting variants:
Skip N-gram
By default, C(e1, e2) is incremented if e1 and e2 occur anywhere within the same
chain of events derived from a single coreference chain (skip-all); we also implement
an option (first introduced for this task by Jans et al. (2012)) to restrict the distance
between e1 and e2 to 0 though 5 intervening events (skip-0 through skip-5)
Coreference Chain Length
The original model counts co-occurrences in all coreference chains; we include Jans
et al. (2012)’s option to count over only the longest chains in each document, or to
count only over chains of length 5 or greater (long).
Count Threshold
Because PMI favors low-count events, we add an option to set C(e1, e2) to zero for
any e1, e2 for which C(e1, e2) is below some threshold, T , up to 5.
Discounting
For each model, we add an option for discounting the computed scores. In the
case of the two PMI-based models, we use the discount score described in Pantel and
Ravichandran (2004) and used by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008). For the bigram
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probability model, this PMI discount score would be inappropriate, so we instead use
absolute discounting.
Document Threshold
We include a document threshold parameter, D, that ensures that, in any narrative
cloze test, any event e that was observed during training in fewer than D distinct
documents will receive a worse score (i.e. be ranked behind) any event e′ whose count
meets the document threshold.
7.3 Dataset: Dinners From Hell
The source of our data for this experiment is a blog called “Dinners From Hell”2
where readers submit stories about their terrible restaurant experiences. For an
example story, see Figure 7.1. To process the raw data, we stripped all HTML and
other non-story content from each file and processed the remaining text with the
Stanford CoreNLP pipeline version 3.3.1 (Manning et al., 2014). Of the 237 stories
obtained, we manually filtered out 94 stories that were “off-topic” (e.g., letters to the
webmaster, dinners not at restaurants), leaving a total of 143 stories. The average
story length is 352 words.
2www.dinnersfromhell.com
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“A long time ago when I was still in college, my family decided to take me out for pizza
on my birthday. Wedecidedto try the new location for a favorite pizza chain of ours.
It was all adults and there were about 8 of us, so we ordered 3 large pizzas. We got to
chatting and soon realized that the pizzas should’ve been ready quite a bit ago, so we
called the waitress over and she went to check on our pizzas. She did not come back.
We waited about another 10 minutes, then called over another waitress, who went to
check on our pizzas and waitress. It now been over an hour. About 10 minutes later, my
Dad goes up to the check-out and asks the girl there to send the manager to our table.
A few minutes later the manager comes out. He explains to us that our pizzas got
stuck in the oven and burned. They were out of large pizza dough bread, so they were
making us 6 medium pizzas for the price of 3 large pizzas. We had so many [pizzas] on
our table we barely had [room] to eat! Luckily my family is pretty easy going so we
just laughed about the whole thing. We did tell the manager that it would have been
nice if someone, anyone, had said something earlier to us, instead of just disappearing,
and he agreed. He even said it was his responsibility, but that he had been busy trying
to fix what caused the pizzas to jam up in the oven. He went so far as to give us 1/2
off our bill, which was really nice. It was definitely a memorable birthday!”
Figure 7.1: Example story from Dinners from Hell corpus. Bold words indicate
events in the “we” coreference chain (the longest chain). Boxed words (blue) indicate
best narrative chain of length three (see Section 5.2); underlined words (orange) are
corresponding subjects and bracketed words (green) are corresponding objects.
7.3.1 Annotation
For the purposes of evaluation only, we hired four undergraduates to annotate
every non-copular verb in each story as either corresponding to an event “related to
the experience of eating in a restaurant” (e.g., ordered a steak), “unrelated to the
experience of eating in a restaurant” (e.g., answered the phone), or uncertain. We
excluded copular verbs because they occur with high frequency and we are primarily
interested in event-denoting verbs. We used the WebAnno platform for annotation
(Yimam et al., 2013). An example of this annotation process is provided in Figure 7.2.
A total of 8,202 verb (tokens) were annotated, each by three annotators. 70.3%
of verbs annotated achieved 3-way agreement; 99.4% had at least 2-way agreement.
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Figure 7.2: WebAnno interface for labeling non-copular verbs as denoting of events
relevant to the restaurant script (+ + +) or not relevant (−−−).
After merging the annotations (simple majority vote), 30.7% of verbs were labeled as
restaurant-script-related, 68.6% were labeled as restaurant-script-unrelated, and the
remaining 0.7% as uncertain.
Corresponding to the 8,202 annotated verb tokens, there are 1,481 narrative events
at the type level. 580 of these narrative event types were annotated as script-relevant
in at least one token instance.
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7.4 Evaluation
7.4.1 Narrative Cloze
We evaluate the various models on the narrative cloze task. What is different
about our version of the narrative cloze task here is that we limit the cloze tests
to only “interesting” events, i.e., those that have been identified as relevant to the
restaurant script by our annotators (see Section 7.3.1).
Model avgrnk mrr r@50
unigram model (baseline) 298.13 0.062 0.50
1. unordered pmi; avgrnk 276.88 0.063 0.36
2. unordered pmi; mrr 376.25 0.058 0.33
3. unordered pmi; R@50 400.36 0.050 0.50
4. ordered pmi; avgrnk 284.68 0.061 0.32
5. ordered pmi; mrr 381.44 0.054 0.25
6. ordered pmi; R@50 401.69 0.047 0.50
7. bigram; avgrnk 281.07 0.077 0.38
8. bigram; mrr 378.06 0.066 0.30
9. bigram; R@50 271.78 0.084 0.43
10. bigram disc; avgrnk 283.01 0.077 0.38
11. bigram disc; mrr 378.10 0.067 0.30
12. bigram disc; R@50 271.62 0.089 0.43
Figure 7.3: Narrative cloze evaluation. Shaded blue cells indicate which scoring metric
that row’s parameter settings have been optimized to. Bold numbers indicate a result
that beats the baseline. Row 12 representes the best model performance overall.
Because our dataset is small (143 documents), we perform leave-one-out testing
at the document level, training on 133 folds total. (Ten documents are excluded for
a development set.) For each fold of training, we extract all of the narrative chains
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row skip t d coref pmi disc abs disc
1 0 1 3 all yes N/A
2 1 3 5 long no N/A
3 1 5 4 longest yes N/A
4 0 1 3 all yes N/A
5 3 5 5 long no N/A
6 0 3 4 longest yes N/A
7 all 1 3 all N/A no
8 3 5 5 long N/A no
9 all 1 5 all N/A no
10 all 1 3 all N/A yes
11 3 5 5 long N/A yes
12 all 1 5 all N/A yes
Figure 7.4: Parameter settings corresponding to each model in Fig 7.3.
(mapped directly from coreference chains) in the held out test document. For each test
chain, we generate one narrative cloze test per “script-relevant” event in that chain.
For example, if a chain contains ten events, three of which are “script-relevant,” then
three cloze tests will be generated, each containing nine “observed” events. Chains
with fewer than two events are excluded. In this way, we generate a total of 2,273
cloze tests.
Scoring
We employ three different scoring metrics: average rank (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008), mean reciprocal rank, and recall at 50 (Jans et al., 2012).
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Baseline
The baseline we use for the narrative cloze task is to rank events by frequency.
This is the “unigram model” employed by Pichotta and Mooney (2014), a competitive
baseline on this task.
For each model and scoring metric, we perform a complete grid search over all
possible parameter settings to find the best-scoring combination on a cloze tests from
a set-aside development set of ten documents. The parameter space is defined as the
Cartesian product of each of the following possible parameter values: skip-n (all,0-
5), coreference chain length (all, long, longest), count threshold (T=1-5), document
threshold (D=1-5), and discounting (yes/no). Bigram probability with and without
discounting are treated as two separate models.
Figure 7.3 reports the results of the narrative cloze evalutation. Each of the four
models (unordered pmi, ordered pmi, bigram, and bigram with discounting) outperform
the baseline on the average rank metric when the parameters are optimized for that
metric. Both bigram models beat the baseline on mean reciprocal rank not only
for MRR-optimized parameter settings, but for the average-rank- and recall-at-50-
optimized settings. None of the parameter settings are able to outperform the baseline
on recall at 50, though both PMI models tie the baseline. Overall, the model that
performs the best is the bigram probability model with discounting (row 12 of Figure
7.3) which has the following parameter settings: skip-all, coref-all, T=1, and D=5. For
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each model reported in Figure 7.3, the corresponding (optimized) parameter settings
are reported in Figure 7.4
The fact that several model settings outperform an informed baseline on average
rank and mean reciprocal rank indicates that these methods may in general be
applicable to smaller, domain-specific corpora. Furthermore, it is apparent from the
results that the bigram probability models perform better overall than PMI-based
models, a finding also reported in Jans et al. (2012). This replication is futher evidence
that these methods do in fact transfer.
7.4.2 Qualitative Example
To get a qualitative sense of the narrative events these models are learning to
associate from this data, we use the conditional probabilities learned in the bigram
model (Fig 7.3, row 12) to select the highest probability narrative chain of length three
out of the 12 possible events in the “we” coreference chain in Figure 7.1 (bolded). The
three events selected are boxed and highlighted in blue. The bigram model selects
the “deciding” event (selecting restaurant) and the “having” event (having pizza),
both reasonable components of the restaurant script. The third event selected is
“having room,” which is not part of the restaurant script. This mistake illustrates a
weakness of the narrative chains model; without considering the verb’s object, the
model is unable to distinguish “have pizza” from “have room.” Incorporating object
information in future experiments, as in Pichotta and Mooney (2014), might resolve
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this issue, although it could introduce sparsity problems.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we describe the collection and annotation of a corpus of natural
descriptions of restaurant visits from the website “Dinners from Hell.” We use this
dataset in an attempt to learn the restaurant script, using a variety of related methods
for learning narrative chains and evaluating on the narrative cloze task. Our results
suggest that it may be possible in general to use these methods on domain-specific
corpora in order to learn particular scripts from a pre-specified domain, although
further experiments in other domains would help bolster this conclusion. In principle,
a domain-specific corpus need not come from a website like Dinners from Hell; it
could instead be sub-sampled from a larger corpus, retrieved from the web, or directly
elicited. Our domain-specific approach to script learning is potentially useful for
specialized NLP applications that require knowledge of only a particular set of scripts.
One feature of the Dinners from Hell corpus that bears further inspection in future
work is the fact that its stories contain many violations of the restaurant script. A
question to investigate is whether these violations impact how the restaurant script is
learned. Other avenues for future work include incorporating object information into




A Neural Sequence Model for
Script Induction
In the previous chapter, we applied existing count-based methods of script induction
in a novel way to a domain-specific corpus of restaurant narratives in order to learn
the “restaurant script,” evaluated with the narrative cloze test. One weakness of these
models is that pointwise mutual information (PMI) penalizes terms with overall high
frequency. While this is an advantage when used to build discrete chains or clusters
of events that are intuitively associated, it is a handicap for model performance on
the narrative cloze evaluation, in which cloze tests are roughly distributed according
to their natural frequency in text (see Table 8.1).
In this chapter, we apply a new model to the task of learning narrative chains
that does not suffer from this frequency penalty issue. Specifically, by training a Log-
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Narrative Event Count %
(say, nsubj ) 4,445 12.7
(have, nsubj ) 1,514 4.3
(go, nsubj ) 564 1.6
(do, nsubj ) 539 1.5
(think, nsubj ) 516 1.5
(get, nsubj ) 502 1.4
(make, nsubj ) 459 1.3
(want, nsubj ) 450 1.3
(take, nsubj ) 433 1.2
(see, nsubj ) 325 0.9
Table 8.1: Top ten non-copular narrative events by frequency in the development set
extracted from the Gigaword Corpus (Graff et al., 2003).
Bilinear model (LBL), a powerful discriminative neural language model, on narrative
chain sequences, we are able to attain relative improvements of up to 27% on the
narrative cloze test over all prior count-based models. Following Chambers and
Jurafsky (2008), we perform this evaluation over narrative chains extracted from New
York Times stories in the (Concretely-annotated) Gigaword Corpus (Graff et al., 2003;
Ferraro et al., 2014).
8.1 Data Preparation
Dataset
Each of the models discussed in the following section are trained and tested on
chains of narrative events extracted from stories in the New York Times portion of
the Gigaword corpus (Graff et al., 2003) with Concrete annotations (Ferraro et al.,
2014). Training is on the entirety of the 1994–2006 portion (16,688,422 chains with
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58,515,838 narrative events); development is a subset of the 2007–2008 portion (10,000
chains with 35,109 events); and test is a subset of the 2009–2010 portion (5,000 chains
with 17,836 events). All extracted chains are of length two or greater.
Chain Extraction
To extract chains of narrative events for training and testing, we rely on the
(automatically-generated) coreference chains present in Concretely Annotated Giga-
word. Each narrative event in an extracted chain is derived from a single mention in the
corresponding coreference chain, i.e., it consists of the verb and syntactic dependency
(nsubj or dobj) that governs the head of the mention, if such a dependency exists.
Overlapping mentions within a coreference chain are collapsed to a single mention to
avoid redundant extractions.
8.2 Models
We first compare against four count-based baselines from prior work: Unigram
Baseline (uni) (Pichotta and Mooney, 2014), Unordered PMI (uop) (Chambers and
Jurafsky, 2008), Ordered PMI (op), and Bigram Probability (bg) (Jans et al., 2012).
Each of these baselines are described in detail in Chapter 7.
For each of these count-based models, we perform grid search on held-out data over
the following hyperparameter space: {skip-0, skip-3, skip-all}×{discount,no-discount}×
{T=4,T=10,T=20}, where T is a pairwise count threshold. The Skip N-gram and
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Figure 8.1: Narrative cloze results over all chain lengths. Unigram Model (uni),
Unordered PMI Model (uop), Ordered PMI Model (op), Bigram Probability Model
(bg), Log-Bilinear Model with context size 2 or 4 (lbl2, lbl4). Average Rank
(avgrnk), Mean Reciprocal Rank (mrr), % Recall at 10 (rec10), % Recall at 50 (rec50).
discounting methods are also described in Chapter 7.
Log-Bilinear Language Model (LBL)
The Log-Bilinear language model is a language model that was introduced by
Mnih and Hinton (2007). Like other language models, the LBL produces a probability
distribution over the next possible word given a sequence of N previously observed
words. N is a hyper-parameter that determines the size of the context used for
computing the probabilities. While many variants of the LBL have been proposed
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Average Rank
Len UNI UOP OP BG LBL2 LBL4 Tests
2 490 1887 2363 1613 369 371 5668
3 452 1271 1752 1009 330 334 2793
4 323 806 1027 502 229 232 1616
5 364 735 937 442 254 243 1330
6 347 666 891 483 257 249 942
7 330 629 838 468 241 237 630
8 259 466 510 278 208 201 512
9 299 610 639 348 198 195 396
10+ 331 472 397 277 240 229 3949
ALL 400 1115 1382 868 294 292 17836
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
Len UNI UOP OP BG LBL2 LBL4 Tests
2 .148 .053 .077 .149 .205 .204 5668
3 .179 .043 .065 .164 .217 .215 2793
4 .226 .042 .064 .195 .253 .253 1616
5 .225 .049 .076 .213 .261 .266 1330
6 .213 .054 .079 .214 .254 .263 942
7 .213 .061 .092 .215 .243 .247 630
8 .235 .063 .091 .244 .268 .278 512
9 .259 .058 .107 .252 .280 .278 396
10+ .191 .082 .113 .193 .198 .205 3949
ALL .186 .057 .083 .181 .221 .223 17836
Percent Recall at 10
Len UNI UOP OP BG LBL2 LBL4 Tests
2 23.9 09.4 11.9 23.8 34.0 34.1 5668
3 28.8 08.2 11.1 28.0 36.3 35.6 2793
4 33.9 07.7 14.4 32.2 38.7 38.7 1616
5 33.4 10.1 18.7 34.0 39.6 40.3 1330
6 34.8 10.9 22.2 36.8 40.5 41.9 942
7 32.5 12.2 24.0 34.9 39.4 39.2 630
8 36.7 13.7 21.7 38.7 41.6 43.2 512
9 37.9 15.2 28.5 39.1 41.7 43.2 396
10+ 31.4 18.5 24.0 32.7 35.7 35.7 3949
ALL 29.5 11.6 16.8 29.8 36.5 36.6 17836
Percent Recall at 50
Len UNI UOP OP BG LBL2 LBL4 Tests
2 41.7 16.9 25.5 38.6 51.2 51.0 5668
3 46.8 20.2 30.2 45.0 54.8 54.0 2793
4 53.8 25.3 37.8 54.0 59.0 60.0 1616
5 52.5 29.9 40.5 54.3 59.1 61.1 1330
6 53.9 33.2 40.7 55.2 60.6 61.7 942
7 51.8 34.3 42.7 56.5 61.6 63.8 630
8 58.2 42.2 47.7 61.3 67.2 67.0 512
9 58.1 42.2 47.7 60.1 66.2 67.0 396
10+ 49.9 47.4 50.1 54.2 58.4 59.8 3949
ALL 48.0 28.6 36.4 48.3 56.3 56.8 17836
Table 8.2: Narrative cloze results bucketed by chain length for each model and scoring
metric with best results in bold. The models are Unigram Model (uni), Unordered
PMI (uop), Ordered PMI (op), Bigram Probability Model (bg), Log-Bilinear Model
N=2 (lbl2), Log-Bilinear Model N=4 (lbl4)
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since its introduction, we use the simple variant described below.
Formally, we associate one context vector ce ∈ Rd, one bias parameter be ∈ R,
and one target vector te ∈ Rd to each narrative event e ∈ V ∪ { unk, bos, eos }. V
is the vocabulary of events and bos, eos, and unk are the beginning-of-sequence,
end-of-sequence, and out-of-vocabulary symbols, respectively. The probability of an




e t̂s + be)∑
e′∈V∪{ unk, eos }






and where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, or element-wise multiplication of two
vectors. The parameters that are optimized during training are mj ∀j ∈ [1, . . . , N ]
and ce, te ∀e ∈ V ∪{ unk, bos, eos }. To calculate the log-probability of a sequence









Here fE is a function that returns the sequence of N words that precede the event ei
in the sequence E ′ made by prepending N bos tokens and appending a single eos
token to E.
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The LBL models are trained by minimizing the objective described in Equation 8.2
for all the sequences in the training corpus. We used the OxLM toolkit (Paul, Phil,
and Hieu, 2014) which internally uses Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE) (Gutmann
and Hyvärinen, 2010) and processor parallelization for speeding up the training.
For this task, we train LBL models with N = 2 (lbl2) and N = 4 (lbl4). In
our experiments, increasing context size to N = 6 did not significantly improve (or
degrade) performance.
8.3 Experimental Results
Table 8.2 shows the results of 17,836 narrative cloze tests (derived from 5,000
held-out test chains), with results bucketed by chain length. Performance is reported
on four metrics: average rank, mean reciprocal rank, recall at 10, and recall at 50.
For each of the four metrics, the best overall performance is achieved by one of the
two LBL models (context size 2 or 4); the LBL models also achieve the best performance
on every chain length. Not only are the gains achieved by the discriminative LBL
consistent across metrics and chain length, they are large. For average rank, the LBL
achieves a 27.0% relative improvement over the best non-discriminative model; for
mean reciprocal rank, a 19.9% improvement; for recall at 10, a 22.8% improvement;
and for recall at 50, a 17.6% improvement. (See Figure 8.1.) Furthermore, note that
both PMI models and the Bigram model have been individually tuned for each metric,
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while the LBL models have not. (The two LBL models are tuned only for overall
perplexity on the development set.)
All models trend toward improved performance on longer chains. Because the
unigram model also improves with chain length, it appears that longer chains contain
more frequent events and are thus easier to predict. However, LBL performance is
also likely improving on longer chains because of additional contextual information,
as is evident from lbl4’s slight relative gains over lbl2 on longer chains.
8.4 Conclusion
Pointwise mutual information and other related count-based techniques have been
used widely to identify semantically similar words (Church and Hanks, 1990; Lin
and Pantel, 2001; Turney and Pantel, 2010), so it is natural that these techniques
have also been applied to the task of script induction. Qualitatively, PMI often
identifies intuitively compelling matches; among the top 15 events to share a high PMI
with (eat, nsubj) under the Unordered PMI model, for example, we find events such
as (overeat, nsubj), (taste, nsubj), (smell, nsubj), (cook, nsubj), and (serve, dobj).
When evaluated by the narrative cloze test, however, these count-based methods are
overshadowed by the performance of a general-purpose discriminative language model.
Our decision to attempt this task with the Log-Bilinear model was motivated
by the simple observation that the narrative cloze test is, in reality, very similar to
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a language modeling task. This relationship between language modeling and script
induction (or other AI tasks involving the acquisition of common sense knowledge)




One limitation of the narrative event representation introduced by Chambers and
Jurafsky (2008) is that protagonist roles are represented by syntactic dependencies.
Though this choice of representation makes automatic extraction easy with off-the-
shelf syntactic parsers like CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014), dependency syntax is
sometimes insufficient to make important semantic distinctions about participant roles,
as demonstrated in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we introduce a reformulation of narrative events that employs
semantically rich, human-interpretable representations for participant roles under the
Universal Decompositional Semantics (UDS) framework (White et al., 2016a) for event
representations presented in Part I of this thesis. Because each narrative event is
now associated with a bundle of discrete semantic features (specifically, factuality
and proto-role properties), the models presented in Chapters 7 and 8 (count-based
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and LBL) cannot be simply applied to this new narrative event representation, as
they assume an atomic structure. In order to accommodate the structured nature of
decompositional narrative events, we adapt a neural sequence-to-sequence model from
machine translation with linguistic input features (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016). For
automatic extraction of narrative event representations, we employ the state-of-art
factuality models and semantic proto-role models presented in Chapters 7 and 8. All
experiments in this chapter are performed on the Toronto Books corpus (Zhu et al.,
2015; Kiros et al., 2015).
9.1 Data Preparation
For these experiments, we use the Toronto Books corpus (Zhu et al., 2015; Kiros
et al., 2015), a collection of fiction novels spanning genres including Mystery, Fantasy,
Science Fiction, and Romance, among others. The original corpus contains 11,040
books by unpublished authors. After removing duplicate books from the corpus (exact
file match), there are 7,101 books; a distribution by genre is provided in Table 9.1.
The books are assigned randomly to train, development, and test splits in 90%-5%-5%
proportions; 6,405 books are assigned to train, and 348 are assigned to the development
and test splits each. Each book is then sentence-split and tokenized with CoreNLP
3.8 (Manning et al., 2014); these sentence and token boundaries are observed in all
downstream processing.
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Adventure 390 Other 284
Fantasy 1,440 Romance 1,437
Historical 161 Science Fiction 425
Horror 347 Teen 281
Humor 237 Themes 32
Literature 289 Thriller 316
Mystery 512 Vampires 131
New Adult 702 Young Adult 117
Table 9.1: Distribution of books within each genre of the deduplicated Toronto Books
corpus.
9.2 Decompositional Narrative Chains
In this work, we call a decompositional narrative chain a narrative chain consisting
of decompositional narrative events. Our formulation of decompositional narrative
events differs from Chambers and Jurafsky’s original definition of a narrative event
in the following way. A narrative event, e, is defined as e := (v, d), where v is a
verb lemma, and d is the syntactic dependency between v and the protagonist. A
decompositional narrative event, ed, is defined as ed := (v, d?,Fe,Fp), where (again) v
is a verb lemma and d (optionally) is the dependency or dependency path between
the verb lemma and the protagonist; Fe is a tuple of M discrete-valued semantic
attributes of the event; and Fp is a tuple of N discrete-valued semantic attributes
of the protagonist’s role in the event. For this set of experiments, Fe contains only
a single feature for event factuality (Chapter 5) that takes one of three possible
values: positive, uncertain, or negative. Fp contains a full set of semantic proto-role
labels (SPRL) with binary positive/negative values. A side by side comparison of the
decompositional narrative event representation with Chambers and Jurafsky’s original
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variable property NE DNE
v verb lemma eat eat





















Table 9.2: A comparison of the original syntactic narrative event representation
(NE) of Chambers et al. (2007) with the proposed decompositional narrative event
representation (DNE). These two examples are derived from the example sentence
“The cat ate the rat.” (in which we suppose the rat was the protagonist of a longer
story).
formulation is presented in Table 9.2.
9.3 Extraction Pipeline
In order to extract the decompositional narrative chains from the Toronto Books
data, we implement the following pipeline. First, we note that coreference resolution
systems are trained on documents much smaller than full novels (Pradhan et al., 2012);
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to accommodate this limitation, we partition each novel into non-overlapping windows
that are 100 sentences in length, yielding approximately 400,000 windows in total.
We then run CoreNLP’s universal dependency parser (Nivre et al., 2016; Chen and
Manning, 2014), part of speech tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003), and neural coreference
resolution system (Clark and Manning, 2016a; Clark and Manning, 2016b) over each
window of text. For each window, we select the longest coreference chain and call the
entity in that chain the “protagonist,” following Chambers and Jurafsky (2008).
We feed the resulting universal dependency (UD) parses into PredPatt1 (White
et al., 2016a), a rule-based predicate-argument extraction system that runs over
universal dependency parses. From PredPatt output, we extract predicate-argument
edges, i.e., a pair of token indices in a given sentence where the first index is the head
of a predicate, and the second index is the head of an argument to that predicate.
Edges with non-verbal predicates are discarded.
At this stage in the pipeline, we merge information from the coreference chain and
predicate-argument edges to determine which events the protagonist is participating in.
For each predicate-argument edge in every sentence, we discard it if the argument index
does not match the head of a protagonist mention. Each of the remaining predicate-
argument edges therefore represents an event that the protagonist participated in.
With a list of PredPatt-determined predicate-argument edges (and their correspond-
ing sentences), we are now able to extract the narrative event and decompositional
1PredPatt is based on the prototype extraction system of Rudinger and Van Durme (2014)
presented in Chapter 3.
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narrative event representations. For v, we take the lemma of the (verbal) predicate
head. For d, we take the dependency relation type (e.g., nsubj ) between the predicate
head and argument head indices (as determined by the UD parse); if a direct arc
relation does not exist, we instead take the unidirectional dependency path from
predicate to argument; if a unidirectional path does not exist, we use a generic “arg”
relation.
To extract the decompositional semantic properties, we use the neural decom-
positional parsers of Rudinger, White, and Van Durme (2018) and Rudinger et al.
(2018) (presented in Chapters 5 and 4). For the factuality attribute in Fe, we provide
the full sentence and predicate head index to the neural factuality model2 (Chapter
5) which scores event factuality on a [−3, 3] scale. The scores are discretized using
the following intervals: [1, 3] is “positive” (+), (−1, 1) is “uncertain,” and [−3,−1]
is “negative” (−). For the SPRL attributes in Fp we provide the full sentence and
predicate-argument edge to the neural SPRL model3 (Chapter 4), which provides a
probability for each SPRL property. To binarize these probabilities, we say an SPRL
property is “positive” (+) if the model probability is 50% or greater, and “negative”
(−) if it is less than 50%.
From this extraction pipeline, we yield one sequence of (decompositional) narrative
events per text window, i.e. one (decompositional) narrative chain.
2Specifically, we use the linear-structured multi-task model, “L-biLSTM(2)-MultiSimp w/UDS-
IH2.”
3The specific SPRL model we use is the SPR1 model with machine translation pretraining.
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9.4 Narrative Cloze Construction
We follow a similar formulation of the narrative cloze evaluation for learning
narrative chains from Chambers and Jurafsky (2008). A single cloze test is based on
a decompositional narrative chain with events ed1 through e
d
D, with a single event, e
d
k,
removed from the sequence; the task is to predict edk given the rest of the sequence
and edk’s index in the sequence. Each narrative event in a narrative chain is selected
as the target of a cloze test randomly with 20% probability.
9.5 Model
In Chapter 8, we presented a log-bilinear (LBL) language model for learning
sequences of narrative events. We were able to straightforwardly apply the LBL to
the original task of learning narrative chains with syntactic event representations
because we treated each narrative event (v, d) atomically. Because of the large number
of features in decompositional narrative events, it is no longer practical to treat
these event representations atomically as their distribution in text would become
too sparse to learn; this means that we need a model that can learn sequences of
structured items. To accomplish this we adapt a sequence-to-sequence model from
neural machine translation (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio, 2014) with a transformer
architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) for the decompositional narrative cloze task using
the Sockeye Machine Translation toolkit (Hieber et al., 2017).
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Figure 9.1: Each sequential input to the encoder consists of one token (a verb) and a
vector of additional linguistic input features. A special CLOZE token is used in place
of the missing cloze event. The decoder produces a sequence of tokens corresponding
to each feature of the cloze event.
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Encoder
A sequence of decompositional narrative events is fed to the encoder. Because
a decompositional narrative event is a vector of labels instead of a single token, we
cannot use a single word embedding to represent the input. Instead, we concatenate
an additional embedding for each additional feature in the narrative event, following
the work of Sennrich and Haddow (2016) on linguistic input features for machine







is the vector concatenation operation, xij is a one-hot encoding of feature j
in event i, and Ej ∈ Rmj×vj is the embedding matrix for feature j with embedding
size mj and vocabulary size vj. Thus we can think of the input embedding, ϵi, as
a concatenation of dense embeddings where each embedding therein represents one
attribute of the narrative event representation as presented in Table 9.2 and Figure
9.1. The target cloze event is represented in the input sequence as a vector of special
<CLOZE> labels (see Figure 9.1).
Decoder
The decoder’s task is to predict the missing target cloze event in the input sequence
(represented with special <CLOZE> tokens). We train the decoder to decode the target
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event “horizontally,” as a sequence of features (see Figure 9.1).4 In principle this
means the decoder output could yield a feature vector of the wrong dimensionality or
incorrect feature order; however, in practice, the decoder is able to learn the correct
number of output features and in the correct order.
Training and Hyperparameters
The transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) we use in the encoder and decoder
is configured with six layers, eight attention heads, ReLU activations, and model size
of 256. The model is trained with cross-entropy loss, and optimized with the Adam
algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2015). A maximum sequence length of 100 tokens is
imposed.
9.6 Experiments and Discussion
We run two sets of experiments with the narrative cloze test framework as de-
scribed in Section 9.5. These experiments differ in terms of which narrative event
representation the model must target to predict: either the syntactic narrative event
representation, (v, d) of Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), or the decompositional repre-
sentation, (v,Fe,Fp), introduced here. In both versions of the task, we also experiment
4Future work may focus on a “vertical” decoding strategy, where all attributes of the event are
decoded simultaneously; however, the decoding of linguistic output features is not a feature currently
supported by Sockeye version 1.18.97.
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Name Input Output
s2s Sequence of (v, d) tuples (v, d) cloze tuple
d2s Sequence of (v,Fe,Fp) tuples (v, d) cloze tuple
ds2s Sequence of (v, d,Fe,Fp) tuples (v, d) cloze tuple
s2d Sequence of (v, d) tuples (v, d,Fe,Fp) cloze tuple
d2d Sequence of (v,Fe,Fp) tuples (v, d,Fe,Fp) cloze tuple
ds2d Sequence of (v, d,Fe,Fp) tuples (v, d,Fe,Fp) cloze tuple
Table 9.3: Names and descriptions of each experimental setting. For example, s2d is the
“syntactic-to-decompositional” setting, in which the missing (cloze) decompositional
narrative event must be decoded given a surrounding sequence of syntactic narrative
events.
with allowing the model to predict the missing cloze event conditioned on either syn-
tactic, decompositional, or both narrative event representations. The full set of
experiments along with naming conventions are listed in Table 9.3.
By varying which event representations the model has access to as inputs (i.e. the
observed narrative chain sequence), we can examine whether observing the syntactic
narrative event representation helps the model predict the decompositional event
representation, and vice-versa.
Table 9.4 reports the average negative log-probability of the decoded narrative
events across all experimental settings. Since each cloze event is decoded as a sequence
of attributes, this represents the negative log-probability score of the entire decoded
sequence; thus, lower scores are indicative of better predictive models. For the syntactic
cloze prediction tasks (s2s, d2s, ds2s), we observe that the model conditioned on a
sequence of syntactic events representations (s2s) yields lower (better) scores than the
analogous model conditioned on a sequence of decompositional events (d2s). However,
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the model that conditions on both syntactic and decompositional event representations
(ds2s) yields the lowest overall score. Conversely, for the decompositional cloze
prediction tasks (s2d, d2d, ds2d), we observe that conditioning on decompositional
event representations is better than conditioning on syntactic representations, but,








Table 9.4: Average negative log-probability scores of decoded cloze events, reported
for each experimental setting, on both development and test splits.
In Table 9.5 we report the accuracy (or, equivalently, “recall at 1”) of each model
with respect to each attribute of the predicted event representation. For most predicted
attributes, the trained models are unable to outperform a simple most-frequent baseline.
This is likely due to two reasons. First, the most-frequent (or “unigram”) baseline
is known to be a strong baseline for the narrative cloze task (Pichotta and Mooney,
2014; Rudinger et al., 2015b; Chambers, 2017), and it is possible that the surrounding
discourse context as an extracted narrative chain provides only relatively weak signal
to inform the cloze prediction task. Second, most attributes exhibit strong class
imbalance, particularly among the decompositional semantic attributes. Of nineteen
decompositional attributes, eleven have a most-frequent class of over 90%, and six
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Most Freq s2s d2s ds2s s2d d2d ds2d
verb lemma 4.2 12.2 11.6 12.3 5.1 8.1 9.8
dependency 69.8 64.1 64.0 64.9 - - -
factuality 87.1 - - - 87.1 86.6 86.8
instigation 74.2 - - - 74.1 73.1 72.3
volition 77.3 - - - 77.3 75.9 75.0
awareness 94.1 - - - 94.1 94.1 94.1
sentient 93.9 - - - 93.8 93.8 93.8
physically existed 96.3 - - - 96.1 96.1 96.0
existed before 97.3 - - - 97.3 97.3 97.3
existed during 99.3 - - - 99.3 99.3 99.3
existed after 97.5 - - - 97.5 97.5 97.5
created 99.9 - - - 99.9 99.9 99.9
destroyed 99.8 - - - 99.8 99.8 99.8
changed 68.9 - - - 63.8 64.8 65.1
changed state 57.2 - - - 56.6 57.8 58.1
changed possession 99.9 - - - 99.9 99.9 99.9
changed location 87.5 - - - 87.5 86.7 86.8
stationary 99.9 - - - 99.8 99.8 99.8
location 99.9 - - - 99.7 99.7 99.7
physical contact 80.4 - - - 80.6 80.1 81.1
manipulated 85.2 - - - 85.1 83.4 81.8
Table 9.5: Test accuracy (percentage) for both syntactic and decompositional cloze
tasks, broken down by each attribute of the narrative event representation. Comparison
with a most-frequent baseline is included.
are over 99%; these degree of class imbalance means that the most-frequent baseline
is, in most cases, difficult to outperform. For a few attributes with comparatively
weaker class imbalance, one or more models are able to outperform the majority-class
baseline: specifically, the verb lemma, changed state, and physical contact
attributes, which have most-frequent baselines of 4.2%, 57.2%, and 80.4%, respectively.
However, absolute improvements for the latter two attributes are still under 1%.
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verb lemma say 4.2 created - 99.9
dependency nsubj 69.8 destroyed - 99.8
factuality + 87.1 changed - 68.9
instigation + 74.2 changed state - 57.2
volition + 77.3 changed possession - 99.9
awareness + 94.1 changed location - 87.5
sentient + 93.9 stationary - 99.9
physically existed + 96.3 location - 99.9
existed before + 97.3 physical contact - 80.4
existed during + 99.3 manipulated - 85.2
existed after + 97.5
Table 9.6: Most frequent class value for each attribute and corresponding percentage
frequency.
9.7 Discussion
The class imbalance observed among the decompositional attributes (i.e., all
attributes other than the verb lemma and dependency type) is not unexpected.
Datasets annotated for event factuality demonstrate that most events mentioned in
text are factual (Rudinger, White, and Van Durme, 2018). We also expect class
imbalance for many proto-role properties due to the long-tail distribution of proto-role
properties hypothesized by Dowty (1991) and empirically demonstrated by Reisinger
et al. (2015). However, aspects of the decompositional narrative event chain extraction
pipeline presented here may also intensify the class imbalance issue observed here.
Recall that the events represented in a narrative chain all share a common participant,
the protagonist. Empirically, the identification of a protagonist by selecting the
longest coreference chain within a window of text results in the selection of human
protagonists, where most mentions of the protagonist are pronominal. (However, this
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method need not inherently select a protagonist with these attributes.) Thus, we might
expect greater uniformity in the distribution of observed proto-role properties given
that the participants represented therein are more uniform in nature. For example,
while it is possible for a human protagonist to be created or destroyed in an event,
we might expect this with lower probability, as these types of events typically only
happen once in an entity’s existence. Accordingly, the attributes of created and
destroyed do not apply in 99.9% and 99.8% of instances, respectively.
It is also worth considering the effect of text genre on the results presented here.
While the decompositional models used in this pipeline were primarily trained on
newswire text, the Toronto Books corpus consists primarily of novels. In newswire
data, the most frequently observed verb-dependency pair is (say, nsubj ) at over 12%
of all occurrences (Ch. 8, Table 8.1). In the extracted narrative chains from Toronto
Books, “say,” while still the most frequently observed verb, constitutes only 4.2% of
all instances. These types of differences may be attributable to more restrictive or
formulaic writing styles in newswire data.
9.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel extension of the narrative cloze task in which
narrative events are represented with a collection of decompositional semantic proper-
ties. Our experiments demonstrate that it is difficult to outperform a most-frequent
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baseline for a decompositional cloze task, which is most likely due to strong class
imbalance among most properties. This issue is possibly exacerbated by the selection
of a single protagonist, which discourages diversity among proto-role properties. How-
ever, the method of selecting all events in a single, longest coreference chain (based
on Chambers and Jurafsky (2008)) could potentially be refined to introduce more
diversity, both among in terms of entity and event types. In the current formulation,
because all events in the chain are selected, the task in many ways resembles a language
modeling task, as observed in Chapter 10. Additional filters could potentially be
applied to yield training sequences that appear more “script-like,” and are less tightly
tied to the discourse. For example, if we assume that script events are more likely those
reported to have happened, we may use the factuality attribute to pre-select which
events we are interested in predicting in sequence. Finally, an additional approach
to future work on this topic could employ massively pretrained language models like
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to compare the utility of surrouding discourse information




Common Sense and Language
Modeling
In Chapter 8, we demonstrated that a discriminative neural language model, the
Log-Bilinear model, greatly outperformed prior count-based models on the narrative
cloze task. Similarly, the model presented in Chapter 9 can be thought of as a more
sophisticated conditional language model based on sequence-to-sequence modeling
in neural machine translation. These developments were enabled by the simple
observation that the narrative cloze task is, in essence, a modified language modeling
task. As suggested in Rudinger et al. (2015b), this raises an interesting question about
the nature of script induction: Is the task of script induction just a special case of
language modeling? Or are script induction and language modeling fundamentally
different tasks, and the narrative cloze is simply an ill-suited evaluation for the former?
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Scripts, as originally construed by Schank and Abelson (1977), are representations
of common sense world knowledge that, in their early work, were encoded by hand.
The motivation to develop automatic methods of acquiring scripts from text corpora
was based in the impracticality of encoding scripts by hand at scale and the observation
that statistical correlations in text could reflect generalized information about the
world (Church and Hanks, 1990; Lin and Pantel, 2001). Of course, events reported
in natural language texts like news articles are only a proxy for direct observation of
events as they occur in the world; these texts are subject to pragmatic considerations
that govern or influence natural language communication (Grice, Cole, and Morgan,
1975). As such, methods for acquiring world knowledge (scripts or otherwise) from
text can be affected by reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013).1 Evaluation
methods like the narrative cloze test either assume there is not a meaningful or
systematic gap between the world as it exists and how it is represented in text, or else
constitute a shift in focus from the former to the latter.
Thus, in this final chapter, we explore the questions of (1) to what extent do
language models capture knowledge about the world, and (2) how might language
models and human supervision complement one another in the construction of common
sense datasets in AI. In particular, we will focus on the related task of common-sense
(or natural language) inference.
1For example, it is rarely reported in text that a human engaged in some activity is breathing
because in most contexts such a statement is neither interesting nor informative.
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10.1 Common-sense Inference
A core aspect of natural language understanding is the ability to make inferences
given some linguistic context. From one perspective, the utility of scripts is that
they license inferences about events that are likely to occur (in the past or future)
when a particular script has been invoked by a text. More generally, this inferential
capability has been formulated in a number of closely-related tasks and datasets in
natural language processing, including (but not limited to) the following examples.
The FraCas test suite (Cooper et al., 1996) is a collection of inference problems
consisting of one or more short natural language statements (premises) and a question
(or hypothesis) that can be strictly inferred on the basis of the premis(es); the manually
written problems are designed to test specific aspects of language and reasoning, like
quantification, temporal reference, and attitudes.
A series of Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) challenges (Dagan, Glickman,
and Magnini, 2006) introduced an expanded notion of entailment: “We say that [a
text] t entails [a hypothesis] h if, typically, a human reading t would infer that h is
most likely true.” The RTE datasets were constructed with selected natural language
passages from news articles for the text (t) and employing various strategies based
on information extraction, information retrieval, and question answering (among
others) to determine the hypothesis (h). Later versions of the task introduced a third
entailment label (rather than binary). Subsequently, the Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI) dataset (Bowman, Potts, and Manning, 2015b) greatly increased the
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scale of these inference datasets by eliciting hypothesis statements from crowdsource
workers on over half a million provided premise sentences, and subsequent versions of
the dataset have extended to different genres of text (Williams, Nangia, and Bowman,
2018).
A number of efforts have focused on possibile or plausible inferences (Roemmele,
Bejan, and Gordon, 2011; Zhang et al., 2017; Wang, Durrett, and Erk, 2018), and
extending labeling schemas to cover a range of subjective likelihoods, using ordinal
values (Zhang et al., 2017), calibrated scalar values (Sakaguchi and Van Durme, 2018),
or subjective scalar probabilities (Chen et al., 2019).
There are tradeoffs among these different approaches to constructing natural
language inference datasets. Direct elicitation of hypothesis sentences from crowdsource
annotators (as in SNLI) has been demonstrated to result in statistical artifacts that
NLI systems exploit during training (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018a;
Tsuchiya, 2018), and also exhibit undesirable social biases (Rudinger, May, and Van
Durme, 2017). On the other hand, automatic methods of generating such datasets
may be inaccurate in the absence of human supervision. In this chapter, we present a
method of creating an inference dataset that combines the advantages of automatic
generation with human supervision. Specifically we employ strategies for sampling
possible inferences from a conditional language model with post-hoc human evaluation
(Zhang et al., 2017).
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10.2 A Generation Strategy for Common-
sense Inference
In this section, we present a general strategy for the generation of possible natural
language inferences combining the capabilities of both neural language models and
human annotators. The overarching strategy rests on a simple two-step process. In
the first step, we sample one or more sentences from a trained conditional neural
language models to (over-)generate possible inferences given a context. In the second
step, we ask human annotators to rate the plausibility of the generated inference on a
subjective 5-point ordinal likelihood scale. In general, we expect the language model
to generate a broad range of inferences, some of which are likely and others unlikely.
Because rating inferences is a simpler task for humans than generating them, we
expect this approach to be cheaper than direct elicitation of inferences. Furthermore,
this approach may address certain limitations observed in human-elicited responses:
lack of diversity (McRae, Spivey-Knowlton, and Tanenhaus, 1998), annotation biases
or artifacts (Poliak et al., 2018a; Gururangan et al., 2018), or undesirable social biases
(Rudinger, May, and Van Durme, 2017).
10.2.1 Inference Generation via Language Models
Here, we describe two strategies for generating a possible natural language inference,
I, given some linguistic context (a sentence), C. In both cases, we train a neural
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sequence-to-sequence model (Vinyals et al., 2015; Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio, 2014)
where the encoder uses C as input, and the decoder generates an inference, I. The
models are trained on sentence pairs labeled “entailment” from the train split of the
SNLI corpus (Bowman et al., 2015). Here, the SNLI “premise” is the input (context
C), and the SNLI “hypothesis” is the output (inference I).
At decode time, we employ two different strategies for forward generation of
inference candidates given any context (Figure 10.1). The sentence-prompt strategy
uses the entire sentence in the context as an input, and generates output using greedy
decoding. The word-prompt strategy differs by using only a single word from the
context as input. The selected word is the head of an argument of a predicate, as
determined by the syntax-based predicate-argument extraction tool, PredPatt (White
et al., 2016a). This second approach is motivated by our hypothesis that providing only
a single word context will force the model to generate an inference that generalizes over
the many contexts in which that word was seen, resulting in more common-sense-like
inferences, as in Figure 10.1. Indeed, our goal is to train a model that will generate
not only entailed inferences, but also inferences of varying likelihoods, as determined
post-hoc by human annotators. After the inferences are generated, we present the
context-hypothesis pairs to human annotators to judge the conditional likelihood of
the inference given the context on a subjective ordinal likelihood scale from 1 to 5.
This is described in Section 10.2.2.
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dustpan ↝ a person is cleaning.
a boy in blue and white shorts is sweeping with a broom and dustpan. ↝ a young
man is holding a broom.
Figure 10.1: Examples of sequence-to-sequence inference generation from single-word
and full-sentence inputs.
Neural Sequence-to-Sequence Model
Here we describe the architecture we use to automatically generate the common-
sense inferences described in this section. Neural sequence-to-sequence models learn
to map variable-length input sequences to variable-length output sequences, as a
conditional probaility of output given input. For our purposes, we want to learn the
conditional probability of an inference sentence, I, given a context sentence, C, i.e.,
P (I|C).
The sequence-to-sequence architecture consists of two components: an encoder
and a decoder. The encoder is a recurrent neural network (RNN) iterating over input
tokens (i.e., words in C), and the decoder is another RNN iterating over output tokens
(words in I). The final state of the encoder, hC, is passed to the decoder as its
initial state. We use a three-layer stacked LSTM (state size 512) for both the encoder
and decoder RNN cells, with independent parameters for each. We use the LSTM
formulation of Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997a) as summarized in Vinyals et al.
(2015).
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where wt are the words in I. At each time step, t, the successive conditional probability
is computed from the LSTM’s current hidden state:
p(wt|w<t, C) ∝ exp(vwt · ht) (10.2)
where vwt is the embedding of word wt from its corresponding row in the output
vocabulary matrix, V (a learnable parameter of the network), and ht is the hidden
state of the decoder RNN at time t. In our implementation, we set the vocabulary to
be all words that appear in the training data at least twice, resulting in a vocabulary
of size 24,322.
This model also makes use of an attention mechanism. (See Vinyals et al. (2015)
for full detail.) An attention vector, attnt, is concatenated with the LSTM hidden
state at time t to form the hidden state, ht, from which output probabilities are
computed (Eqn. 10.2). This attention vector a weighted average of the hidden states
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of the encoder, h1≤i≤len(C):
uti = v









where vector v and matrices W1, W2 are parameters.
The network is trained via backpropagation on the cross-entropy loss of the observed
sequences in training. A sampled softmax is used to compute the loss during training,
while a full softmax is used after training to score unseen (C, I) pairs, or generate
an I given a C. Generation is performed via beam search with a beam size of 1; the
highest probability word is decoded at each time step and fed as input to the decoder
at the next time step until an end-of-sequence token is decoded.
10.2.2 Ordinal Likelihood Annotation
The models described in the previous section (10.2.1) generate one or more possible
inferences, I given a context C, i.e. a premise sentence from SNLI. For each pair
(C, I), a human annotator on Amazon Mechanical Turk is then asked to rate the
likelihood of I given C. The ratings are on a 5-point ordinal scale of subjective
likelihood values: “very likely” (5), “likely” (4), “plausible” (3), “technically possible”
(2), and “impossible” (1). Annotators are also given the option to note that the
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Overall Scores Context Generated Inference
5 5,5,5 A baby wearing a white sleeper is the baby is sleeping .
sleeping in a crib.
4 4,4,5 The little girl wearing pink is having the little girl is leaping
fun bungee jumping. through the air .
3 3,3,4 There is a man wearing construction the man is by a tool .
gear, standing next to a bulldozer
that is picking up rubble and debris.
2 2,2,2 The gal in the yellow hard hat is a building is being
rock climbing up the steep rock. destroyed .
1 1,1,2 Two girls are at the table by the people are skydiving
candlelight.
0 0,0,1 A cute child is sitting on the rocks a human hair
in a yellow frock.
Table 10.1: Sequence-to-sequence generated inferences from contexts across different
ordinal scores. Each example is selected from a random sample of five context inference
pairs with high annotator agreement. The three annotator scores are shown in the
second column.
inference sentence does not make sense, in which case a value of 0 is assigned. Full
details of the annotation process are described in Zhang et al. (2017). An example
(C, I) pair annotated for each point in the ordinal scale is presented in Table 10.1.
10.3 Discussion
Table 10.1 shows the context-inference pairs generated from neural language models,
as described in this chapter. As is evident from this table, this method of generating
possible inferences results in inferences with different subjective likelihoods along a
5-point ordinal scale. An added virtue of this generation method is that these context-
inference pairs may be less susceptible to hypothesis-only biases (Poliak et al., 2018a;
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Gururangan et al., 2018; Tsuchiya, 2018). As demonstrated by (Poliak et al., 2018a),
the extent of the hypothesis-only bias in a purely elicited dataset like SNLI (Bowman
et al., 2015) is large compared to that of our dataset of LM-generated inferences.
(Specifically, the difference between a majority-class baseline and a hypothesis-only
baseline is much smaller.)
In the introduction of this chapter, we raised the question of whether language
models capture common-sense world knowledge, or to what extent tasks like script
induction should be treated as distinct from language modeling. Since our original
observation that language models outperform PMI-based methods on the narrative
cloze test (Rudinger et al., 2015b) (Chapter 8), work on common sense and natural
language inference in the broader NLP community has shifted toward language
modeling based methods and evaluations in a variety of ways. In script induction,
most subsequent models introduced for this task have employed neural sequence
models trained with a LM or LM-like objective (e.g., Pichotta and Mooney (2016b),
Pichotta and Mooney (2016c), Modi (2016), and Peng, Chaturvedi, and Roth (2017),
inter alia). Closely related work in story comprehension has also adopted cloze-like
evaluations (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Chaturvedi, Peng, and Roth, 2017). The
SWAG common sense corpus (Zellers et al., 2018) adopts a similar strategy to our
method of generating candidate inferences from a neural language model presented in
this chapter and in Zhang et al. (2017).
This adoption of LM-based models is mirrored by a broader trend within NLP:
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the use of massively pretrained sentence encoders with language modeling objectives
(Kiros et al., 2015; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019;
Cer et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). These pretrained encoders not
only capture relevant information about linguistic structure, like part of speech and
syntax, but also may capture aspects of world knowledge that demonstrate improved
performance across a variety of semantic or inference-based tasks (Adi et al., 2017;
Poliak et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2018).
The results of this work and related trends in NLP demonstrate that some degree
of common-sense world knowledge is captured in language models. However, natural
language understanding and common-sense inference are far from solved problems;
therefore, it still remains to be seen how far language models will carry us in these
tasks, and what additional data modalities or sources of knowledge may need to be





This thesis has made substantial contributions to the conceptual and practical
development of decompositional semantic representations for events, participants, and
scripts in text. Chapter 3 motivates the need for these developments by demonstrating
particular semantic deficiencies in purely syntactic representations of event structure;
however, it also lays the groundwork for an approach to decompositional semantics (as
laid out in (White et al., 2016a)) that builds semantic layers atop predicate-argument
structures determined by syntax. In Chapter 4, we identified a rich set of semantic
attributes of participants in events, semantic proto-role properties, based on Dowty’s
theory of thematic proto-roles, and presented a simple but effective neural model for
predicting these properties from text. We’ve also presented an extensive investigation
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of multi-task learning with related semantic prediction tasks, with detailed property-
level error analysis. In Chapter 5, we explored the crucial dimension of meaning
of event factuality, whether an event mentioned in text happened according to the
meaning of the text. In that chapter, we presented an expansion of the “It Happened”
dataset, now the largest event factuality dataset to date covering a range of English
text genres. With this data, we trained state of the art neural models for the task
of event factuality prediction. Though event factuality prediction may be considered
a standalone task in NLP, we also consider this an additional dimension of the
task of parsing decompositional semantic representations from text. Indeed, viewed
in combination, Chapters 3, 4, and 5 form the basic components of a Universal
Decompositional Semantics (UDS) parsing pipeline.
The contributions of the second half of this thesis center not on representations of
individual events, but rather sequences of events, or scripts. Chapter 7 introduced
a novel corpus of restaurant narratives collected from an online blog, which we use
to demonstrate a case study of statistical script learning for the canonical example
of the “Restaurant Script.” Chapter 8 presented a model for learning narrative
chains (a particular formulation of the script induction task) that outperformed all
prior models on the narrative cloze evaluation by adapting a discriminative neural
language model for the task. In Chapter 9, we observed that existing formulations for
learning narrative chains are limited by the semantically-impoverished, syntax-based
representations they employ; accordingly, we extend this representation to include
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decompositional semantic features. Applying the models presented in Chapters 4
and 5, we train a model for learning decompositional narrative events over a large
corpus of novels. Finally, in Chapter 10 we observed that methods for evaluating
narrative chains closely resemble the task of language modeling. We offer a reflection
on the broader question of how language modeling may serve the task of acquiring
common-sense knowledge, and present a novel method for generating a corpus of
common-sense inferences that combines sampling from conditional language models
with post-hoc human supervision.
11.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis raises new questions and opportunities for future
research. While the scope of this thesis is limited to decompositional semantics on
English texts, there would be great value in attempts to collect decompositional
annotations and apply similar methods in languages other than English. An advantage
of the fact that UDS is layered on top of Universal Dependencies (UD) syntax is
that UD resources exist, by design, for many languages other than English; this may
facilitate future development of multi-lingual UDS resources. Some existing work
in multi-lingual or cross-lingual UDS (Zhang et al., 2018) hints at possible future
approaches in this direction.
There are several other directions in which this line of work may extend. The
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semantic features included in the UDS representations developed in Part I are limited
to proto-role (SPRL) and factuality labels. However, events may be considered
in modalities other than epistemic (factuality); we may wish to consider whether
reported events can or should happen, and under what circumstances events that did
not happen would have happened. More recent work in UDS has explored temporal
aspects of events (Vashishtha, Van Durme, and White, 2019) as well as the genericity
of statements (Govindarajan, Van Durme, and White, 2019). Temporal modeling
of events in particular has clear applications to the task of script induction. Other
aspects of meaning may be more challenging to represent decompositionally, so future
work may also focus on issues of capturing phenomena like quantification.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we observed that some approaches to multi-task training
improved performance on the tasks of semantic proto-role labeling and event factuality
prediction; in particular, encoder pretraining via English-French machine translation
conferred near-uniform gains in SPRL. These findings are consistent with a broader
trend in NLP of massively pretrained encoders like CoVe (McCann et al., 2017), ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018), ULMFiT (Howard and Ruder, 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), among others, yielding consistent gains across many NLP or semantic prediction
tasks. The success of language model pretraining raises a number of interesting
questions for the line of work presented in this thesis. One may wonder, with tools
like BERT, is explicit modeling of semantic features necessary or useful? There are a
number of reasons to believe so. At a minimum, there is great interest in “probing”
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these pretrained models to determine what kinds of linguistic or world knowledge they
capture. The semantic features in UDS are cognitively salient properties that can
be elicited consistently from human annotators; whether pretrained encoders capture
these properties is not only an interesting scientific question in its own right, but
also a potential approach to “debugging” these otherwise large and uninterpretable
models by identifying meaningful limitations in their capabilities. While progress from
pretrained models is impressive, it is likely language model pretraining along cannot
solve all problems in language understanding; explicit modeling of semantic features
may be useful in approaches that employ composable networks (cf. Andreas et al.
(2016)). These questions remain open for the subject of future research.
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